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A meta-analysis of single port laparoscopic appendicectomy versus conventional laparoscopic 
appendicectomy.  
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Ali Yasen Y Mohamedahmed1, Shafquat Zaman1, Stephen Stonelake1, Shahin Hajibandeh1. 

1 General Surgery Department – SWBH NHS trust. 

Aims: To evaluate comparative outcomes of single port laparoscopic appendicectomy (SPLA) and 
conventional three-port laparoscopic appendicectomy (CLA) in the management of acute appendicitis. 

Methods: A comprehensive systematic review of randomised controlled trials (RCTs) with subsequent 
meta-analysis of outcomes were conducted in line with Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic 
Reviews and Meta-Analyses statement standards. Post-operative pain intensity at 12 hours, cosmesis, 
need for an additional port(s), operative time, port-site hernia, ileus, surgical site infection (SSI), intra-
abdominal collection, length of hospital stay (LOS), readmission rates, and reoperation were the 
evaluated outcome parameters. 

Results Sixteen RCTs reporting a total number of 2017 patients who underwent SPLA (n=1009) or CLA 
(n=1008) were included. SPLA was associated with a significantly higher cosmetic score (Mean 
Difference (MD) 1.11, P= P= 0.03) but significantly longer operative time (MD 7.08, P=0.00001) 
compared to CLA. However, there was no significant difference between SPLA and CLA group in the 
postoperative pain score at 12 hours (MD -0.13 , P=0.69), need for additional port(s) (Risk Ratio (RR) 
0.03, P=0.07), postoperative ileus (RR 0.74, P=0.51), SSI ( RR 1.38, P=0.28), Post-operative intra-
abdominal collection (RR 0.00, P=0.62), LOS ( MD -2.41, P=0.16), readmission to the hospital ( RR 0.45, 
P=0.22), and return to theatre (RR -0.00, P=0.49). Subgroup analysis showed that operative time was 
comparable in adults only group (P=0.18) while it was significantly loner in paediatrics only group 
(P=0.00001). Moreover, LOS of hospital stay was shorter in adults only subgroup (P=0.003) and no 
difference observed in paediatrics only subgroup (P=0.93). Other outcomes showed no difference 
when applying subgroup analysis for paediatrics only and adult only. (Fig. 1 and 2) 

Conclusion: SPLA is associated with a slightly longer operative time; however, its efficacy and safety 
are comparable to CLA. Subgroup analysis showed that SPLA has better outcome in adults than 
paediatrics. Additionally, SPLA offers improved post-operative cosmesis.  

Keywords: Appendicectomy, single port laparoscopic surgery, laparoscopic surgery. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Figure 1 : Forest plot of operative time between SPLA and CLA group. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2: Forest plot of LOS between SPLA and CLA group. 

 



Comparison of Accuracy of Alvarado score and RIPASA score in clinical prediction of acute 
appendicitis. 
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3 General Surgery University of Khartoum – Faculty of medicine-Sudan. 

Background The aim of this meta-analysis was to compare the accuracy of clinical prediction of acute 
appendicitis between RIPASA score versus Alvarado score. 

Methods: A systematic online search was conducted using the following databases: PubMed, Scopus, 
Cochrane database, The Virtual Health Library, Clinical trials.gov and Science Direct. Only studies that 
compared RIPASA score versus Alvarado score in clinical prediction  of acute appendicitis were 
included.  

Results: Eighteen studies with 2.877 patients were included. Pooling of the data from the 18 studies 
revealed that the sensitivity of Alvarado was 86% (95% CI, 77% - 92%), while its specificity was 67% 
(95% CI, 53% - 78%). Additionally, its diagnostic odds ratio was 12.64 (95% CI, 7.13 – 22.42). The 
likelihood ratio for positive result was 2.6 (95% CI, 1.83 – 3.72), and the likelihood ratio for negative 
result was 0.21 (95% CI, 0.13 – 0.32) [Fig. 1 and 2].On the other hand, the pooled sensitivity of 
RIPASA was 96% (95% CI, 94% - 97%), and its specificity was 55% (95% CI, 39% - 69%). Moreover, 
RIPASA diagnostic odds ratio was 26.6 (95% CI, 12.14 – 58.22), its likelihood ratio for positive result 
was 2.11 (95% CI, 1.5 – 3), while the likelihood ratio for negative result was 0.08 (95% CI, 0.05 – 0.13) 
[Fig. 3 and 4]. 

Conclusions: RIPASA score has higher sensitivity than Alvarado score. However, Alvarado score is more 
specific in clinical diagnosis of acute appendicitis. We recommend that both scores to be used for 
clinical diagnosis of acute appendicitis. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: show pooled data of sensitivity and specificity of Alvarado score for clinical prediction of 
acute appendicitis in included studies. 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2 Show SROC curve of Alvarado score specificity and sensitivity in the included studies. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3: show pooled data of sensitivity and specificity of RIPASA score for clinical prediction of 
acute appendicitis in included studies. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4 Show SROC curve of RIPASA score specificity and sensitivity in the included studies. 
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Background: Acute appendicitis (AA) is the most common non-obstetric cause of acute abdomen in 
pregnancy. It is present in 1/500-2000 pregnancies and amounts to 25% of operative indications. Diagnosis 
of AA in pregnancy is difficult due to physiologic changes, a higher rate of nausea/vomiting and non-specific 
abdominal pain in pregnancy.  
Aim: To evaluate the diagnostic accuracy of the Alvarado Score (AS), C-reactive protein (CRP), lymphocyte-
to-neutrophil ratio and its combinations of appendicitis during pregnancy. 
Methods: The single tertiary centre retrospective-prospective observational study was conducted on 
pregnant women that were suspected of having appendicitis, during the 2009-2019 period. Based on AS of 
7 as cut off value, two groups were analyzed. 
Results: Of 58 pregnant women included in the study 31 had AS ≥7. Forty were operated (“Op” group) and 
compared to 18 women that were not operated (“Ctrl”) group. Thirty women undervent laparoscopic 
procedure, 10 undervent open surgery. There was a difference in number of leukocytes (Op=15.18, 
Ctrl=11.15, P<0.001), neutrophils (Op=79.11, Ctrl=73.95, P=0.027), lymphocytes (Op=12.03, Ctrl =17.96, 
P=0.005), C reactive protein (Op=42.13, Ctrl=9.67, P=0.002), and neutrophil-to-lymphocyte ratio (Op=9.71, 
Ctrl=4.90, P=0.008; cut-off for appendicitis 7.14). No difference was found in age (P=0.204), gestational age 
(P=0.963), thrombocytes (P=0.643), and body temperature (P=0.301). The differences were found in 
proportion (%) of anorexia (Op=50.0, Ctrl=16.3, P=0.017), rebound pain (Op=81.6, Ctrl=5.6, P<0.001), 
severe leukocytosis (Op=97.4, Ctrl=55.6, P<0.001), leukocyte left shift (Op=94.7, Ctrl=66.7, P=0.005), pain 
migration to RLQ (Op=55.3, Ctrl=22.2, P=0.020), nausea/vomiting (Op=65.8, Ctrl=22.2, P=0.002), elevated 
body temperature (Op=42.1, Ctrl=5.6, P=0.005) and severe tenderness in RLQ (Op=100, Ctrl=61.1, P<0.001). 
The sensitivity of AS ≥7 was 82.35%, specificity 85.00%, with accuracy of 84.87%, positive predictive value 
22.42% and negative predictive value 98.92%; OR 14.3). Binary logistic regression analysis, in set of 
symptoms, showed predominance of anorexia (ExpB=21,1; P=0.026) and nausea/vomiting (ExpB=9,8; 
P=0.025) as individual components of AS. Analyzing laboratory findings nither one reached statistical 
significance, although neutrophils/lymphocytes ratio could be considered as significant (ExpB=1.8; 
P=0.060). 



   

  

   
Conclusion: The Alvarado score is an accurate diagnostic tool. Highly frequent pain in RLQ, which is the 
most common symptom, should be interpreted with caution and combined with others, especially anorexia 
and nausea/vomiting which significantly add to accuracy. 
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Background: Rare complication of gallstone disease is gallstone ileus. The common location of gallstone 

ileus is the small intestine followed by the stomach. The rarest location is colonic gallstone ileus.  

 

Aim: To summarize and define the most appropriate diagnostic methods and therapeutic options for 

colonic gallstone ileus based on rarely published data. 

 

Methods: Literature searches of English-, German-, Spanish-, Italian-, Japanese-, Dutch- and Portuguese 

language articles were performed in PubMed (1946–2020), PubMed Central (1900–2020) and Google 

Scholar. The search terms included gallstone ileus, colonic gallstone ileus, cholecystocolonic fistula, ileo 

biliar, iléus biliaire, ileo di calcoli biliary, galsteen ileus, fístula colecistocolônica, fistule cholécystocolique. 

Additional studies were identified by reviewing reference lists of retrieved studies. 

 



                                                                        

  

    
Results: 105 cases of colonic gallstone ileus were collected with a male to female ratio of 1:3. The average 

age was 77.8 years (45-95 years). The usual location of stone impaction was the sigmoid colon (85.7%), 

followed by a descending colon (6.1%), transverse colon (5.1%), rectum (2%), and the least in ascending 

colon (1%). Gallstone ranged from 2.2 cm to 10 cm, with a median size of 4.2 cm. The duration of 

symptoms was variable, from one day to two months, commonly with intermittent abdominal distension, 

constipation and vomiting. 86.2% had previous biliary symptoms. Colonic diverticular disease was present 

in 80.4%. In the last 20 years, the most used imaging method was CT (91.8%) which described calculus in 

91.8%, pneumobilia in 67.2%, and cholecytocolonic fistula in 68.7%. Interventions were laparotomy with 

cololithotomy (50.5%) with the addition of colostomy in 37.7% or colon primary closure in 62.3%; 

colostomy with or without colonic resection (11.4%), endoscopic mechanical lithotripsy (36.2%) with a 

success rate of 42.1%, two ESWL with endoscopic extraction, two laparoscopic operations (one with and 

one without colostomy). The spontaneous passage of calculus was confirmed in 12 patients. The 

cholecystectomy rate was 47.3%; during the initial procedure in 50%; at later date in 50%. 52.7% had no 

cholecystectomy. The survival rate was 83.5%. 

 

Conclusion: Colonic gallstone ileus is the rarest presentation of gallstone ileus mostly in 1) women of over 

70 years, 2) gallstones over 2 cm, and 3) in the sigmoid colon. Computed tomography is diagnostic. 

Laparotomy with cololithotomy followed by colostomy with or without colonic resection is common 

procedures with good survival. There are no robust data on whether cholecystectomy is mandatory as a 

part of colonic gallstone ileus management. The proposed diagnostic-therapeutic algorithm is developed. 

 

Keywords  Gallstone ileus · Cholecystocolonic fistula · Risk factors ·  Diagnosis · Therapy · Algorithm 
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Current management of appendicitis in adults in France: an update on practices from APPEA, 

the French Surgical Association Multicenter Cohort of 1241 Patients. 
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Introduction: Acute appendicitis still represents a surgical challenge, despite profound changes 

in practice in recent decades. The objective of this national multicentric prospective cohort was 

comprehensively document, current surgical practices aimed at improving the management and 

follow-up of adult patients presenting with appendicitis in France. 

Patients and methods: This article focuses on adult patients over 18 years of age included in the 

APPEA series that included children and adults in France with acute appendicitis presenting 

between March 1st and June 30th, 2016. Data included demographic characteristics, medical 

history, symptoms, biology, radiology, treatments, the modalities of the intervention, and any 

complications during a follow-up period of 6 months.  

Results:  1241 adults were included. The classical semeiological triad of pain + fever + 

hyperleucocytosis was found only in 210 patients (17%). Most patients (1224, 98.6%) were 

examined by either an ultrasound or a CT scan, and 113 patients (9.1%) had both. Only 17 

patients (1.4%) underwent surgery without any prior imaging examination. Of the 1216 patients 

operated in first line (98%), 1137 had a laparoscopic surgical procedure (91.6%) and 70 had a 



laparotomy (5.6%). The 30-day overall morbidity was 10.1% (126 cases), and the post-operative 

mortality was 3 cases (0.24%). The average duration of hospitalization was 80 hours. 

Conclusion: A generalization in practice was observed, with imaging performed almost 

systematically and the standardization of surgical techniques. Antibiotic therapy alone is 

infrequent and used only for inflammatory appendicular masses. The average hospital stay can 

probably be further reduced for a selected population. 
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STRUCTURED ABSTRACT: 

 

 

Objective: The aim of this monocentric retrospective study was to evaluate the usefulness of a 

systematic CT at day-7 post trauma with a blunt liver injury. 

 

Background: The standard of care for liver injury after blunt trauma is non-operative 

management (NOM). The challenge is to early identify and manage potential complications 

before they become symptomatic and severe.  

 

Methods: Consecutive blunt hepatic trauma cases (262) managed at the Grenoble-Alpes 

University Hospital were recorded, from January 2013 to September 2018. Patients who died 

or were operated on arrival because of hemodynamic instability were excluded. Symptomatic 

patients needing a CT were excluded from the primary endpoint analysis. Patient’s medical 

files were reviewed, and demographics, injury-specific data, operative interventions data, 

radiologic data and procedures, length of hospital stay and mortality were collected. 



 

Results: A total of 234 living patients were managed according to a NOM and were therefore 

included in this study. At day-7, 163 patients without clinical or biological symptoms warning 

of an unfavorable evolution of the trauma have benefited from a CT. Twenty-eight exams 

(17.2%) were considered useful as they changed non-operative management. Hepatic-specific 

complication rate was 9.8% (16 cases). Multivariate analysis showed high liver injury (AAST 

 3) as an independent predictive factor of CT utility at day-7 (OR = 3.0 [1.2 - 8] 95% CI, p = 

0.020).  

 

Conclusions: The reliability of the CT scan in the diagnosis of early overall complications 

should encourage the systematic CT scan at 7 days of a blunt liver injury, especially for high-

grade trauma. 



Abstract 

Introduction: The COVID-19 global pandemic places frontline medical workers at risk of 

psychological stress and adverse mental health outcomes. Studies from China have shown widened 

gaps between healthcare worker needs and available services. In this study we assessed the 

psychological status of clinicians tasked with managing emergency general surgical and trauma 

patients during the pandemic from a tertiary referral centre in Singapore.  

Materials and Methods: Study participants worked within the Department of Acute Care Surgery 

over 2 months. They completed an online questionnaire (early April) that assessed their fears and 

concerns regarding COVID-19 and targeted questions pertaining to burnout. Lastly an assessment 

of the workplace instituted response to the pandemic was performed. 

Results: There was a 98% response rate (90/92).  33% of respondents were concerned about 

contracting COVID-19 and 57% were worried about exposing their loved ones to the disease. Those 

with household dependents were associated with greater concern for COVID-19 exposure 

compared to those with no dependents (70% vs 49%). 67% agreed that the surgical department 

response promoted a safe workplace and 96% felt they were adequately protected. Less than 12% 

of respondents agreed with statements reflective of psychological stress and burnout. Overall 100% 

of respondents felt happy within their team environment. 

Conclusion: A supportive workplace environment can alleviate the likely negative mental health 

outcomes from the COVID-19 pandemic. Current interventions are effective in ensuring healthcare 

workers feel safe in their workplace and manage psychological stress. Future studies of long-term 

psychological effects on healthcare workers during this pandemic are needed.  
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Blunt aortic injury is the second-most common cause of death.

•80% of patients with polytrauma and aortic injury die 
at the scene of accident.
•20% of patients survive pre-hospital stage.
•The most common aortic injury is located in istmus.



Chest X-ray. Abnormal mediastinum and fuzzy 
contour of aortic arch



Classification of traumatic aortic injury 
(А.Azizzadeh, 2009) 

Grade I - initimal tear Grade II - intramural hematoma

Grade III - pseudoaneurysm Grade IV - rupture



We have treated 21 patients with aortic trauma

3 – Grade IV
               2 – fall from height
               1 – motor vehicle victims
18 – Grade III
               1 – fall from height
                17– motor vehicle victims (4 patients who 
asked for medical help 4, 6, 9, 14 years after the trauma)



MSCT aorthography.
Rupture of the descending aorta 

with the extraction of contrast 
agent is visualized. 

MSCT of the chest. In the posterior 
mediastinum, paraaortal 
hematoma is determined. 
3 D VRT-reconstruction.  

False aneurysm hepatic propria 
artery. 

Blunt injury aortic rupture



 Endovascular treatment of the 
descending aortic rupture  and 3D 

reconstruction in 3 months after 
TEVAR. Correct pozionization of 

the prosthesis, no leakage of 
contrast under the prosthesis.

Propria hepatic arterioplasty with 
autovenous path.



Pseudoaneurism  

Subadventitial hematoma. Tearing of intima and media.



False aneurysm of decending thoracic aorta 6 years 
after blunt injury.

MSCT revealed false aneurysm, Luzoria artery. Carotid 
subclavian anastomosis on the right and endovascular 

deployment of stent-graft.



❖ There were 4 lethal outcomes: 
2 patients died of severe traumatic brain injury 
1 patient died of duodenum injury with phlegmon of retroperitoneal space  
1 patient died of sepsis

❖ Long-term outcomes were followed up in 9 patients after 6 months, 5 years 
and 10 years. They were considered to be satisfactory. 



CT control 10 years after the procedure



Conclusion

❖ TEVAR is associated with improved morbidity and mortality compared to 
open surgery. 

❖ Grade IV patients should undergo endovascular repair in the 24 hours after 
the trauma.

❖ Grade III patients with multi-organ injury require meticulous diagnosis



 

 

 

 
 
Title: The impact of COVID on non-elective surgical activity in 
a UK Major Trauma Centre: an audit to aid workforce planning 
during a pandemic 
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(MS), Alexander Harris (SpR), Paul Ziprin (Cons) 
 
OBJECTIVES The COVID pandemic required the 
redeployment of many surgical staff to help with the large 
number of hospital admissions. The aim of this audit is to 
assess the impact of COVID on non-elective surgical activity 
to inform work force planning during second waves of this 
pandemic to help cope with large number of medical 
admissions but maintain some elective activity.  
 
Methods: All non-elective general surgical activity including 
emergency surgical admissions and trauma calls from March 
to April 2020 were identified from a prospective general 
surgical audit discharge database, surgical admission lists 
and the local trauma audit and research network (TARN) 
database, and compared to a similar period from the previous 
year. Patient demographics, diagnoses and operations were 
collected.  
 
Results: There were 539 patient episodes resulting in 119 
admissions compared to 902 episodes and 220 admissions in 
the corresponding period the previous year; a 46% decrease 
in our total inpatient numbers. The number of operations 
undertaken during these periods were 76 (14% of all 
Referrals), a decrease from our average operative rate of 
16.5%. During the initial two months of the first wave, trauma 
activity was also reduced by 35.5%.  
 
Conclusion: We observed a significant reduction in overall 
patient volumes, admissions and trauma calls. Our non-
operative management of appendicitis also led to a decrease 
in our operative rate. In potential future COVID peaks we can 
use this data to safely redeploy juniors to in-need 
departments, and efficiently allocate remaining staff members 
to maintain both elective and essential emergency work.  



Title 

Two years of emergency hernia surgery a RIE: management and outcomes 

Frattini C, Damaskos D 

Introduction 

From January 2017 to December 2018, 230 patients came to the Emergency Service at Royal 

Infirmary of Edinburgh for an incarcerated hernia requiring emergency surgery. This work aims 

to analyse characteristics and outcomes of the patients. 

Material and methods 

Data were collected retrospectively in July 2019, considering the type of hernia that affected the 

patients, surgical technique, eventual use of mesh, postoperative complication and recurrence  

within time of surgery and time of data collection. Hernias were in 93 cases umbilical, 54 inguinal, 

25 epigastric, 23 incisional, 22 femoral, 6 Spigelian, 3 obturator hernias, 2 parastomal, 1 on the 

midline below the umbilical region and 1 was a complex hernia with multiple defects (midline, 

Spigelian and left paramedian). Among incisional hernias, 16 derived from previous open surgery, 7 

from port incision of which 6 from umbilical port incision. 19 hernias were recurrent, and 1 patient 

had a history of multiple previous recurrences. The population consisted of 118 females and 112 

males. Epigastric, femoral and incisional hernias were prevalent in the female patients (17 vs 8, 17 

vs 5 and 18 vs 5), while inguinal hernias were far more represented amongst the males (7 vs 47). The 

number of umbilical hernias was comparable between the two groups (49 vs 44). 

  

Results 

222 patients underwent open surgery, 6 were treated laparoscopically with TEP, 1 with TAPP, and 1 

case of epigastric hernia was converted from laparoscopic to open surgery. Only 24 patients required 

bowel resection for ischemia, and in this group 9 patient had a femoral hernia, 6 umbilical, 4 inguinal, 

2 incisional, 1 epigastric, 1 obturator, 1 complex. 105 repairs were done using a mesh, of which 49 

were inguinal hernias, 23 umbilical, 12 epigastric, 8 incisional, 7 femoral, 5 Spigelian and 1 below 

the umbilicus. In only 3 cases requiring bowel resection a mesh was used to repair the defect, and the 

hernias were all inguinal. 14 patients operated with an open technique had postoperative 

complications, such as wound infection or collection, and in 1 case also dehiscence of the surgical 

wound; 3 had a femoral hernia, 4 incisional, 6 umbilical and 1 inguinal. 15 patients had a recurrence 

of the hernia, of which 4 had an epigastric defect, 3 inguinal, 2 parastomal and 7 umbilical. 

 

Conclusion 

Incarcerated hernia is a common disease requiring emergency surgery. Recurrence rate in our 

population was 6.5%, with a recurrence rate for elective repairs in literature ranging from 1% to 

11%, depending on the site of the hernia and the technique of choice (primary suture, use of mesh, 

open vs laparoscopic). 

The incidence of wound infection in our series was 6.1%. In literature, the rate is variable. Some 

authors reported an incidence from 3% to 6% after open repair of incarcerated inguinal hernia. 

Another study compares the rates of wound infection in incarcerated ventral and inguinal hernias, 

with a wide variability from 0% to 11.3%, where 0 cases of wound infection were found when 

laparoscopic repair was done. 
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Abstract 

Introduction: The resection of a normal looking appendix during laparoscopic 
appendicectomy (LA) remains a dilemma. The approach requires reliable macroscopic 
judgement by the surgeons. 1,2,3 

Objective: Assess the surgeon's ability to laparoscopically diagnose acute appendicitis (AA)  
in its initial uncomplicated grades. 

Method: Subgroup analysis from the POSAW study4, 2016. Patients diagnosed with initial 
grades of AA (0 - 1)5 who underwent LA were included (n=718). The median age was 29.4 
years and 52% were female. The accuracy of the macroscopic intraoperative diagnosis was 
assessed with the histopathological study of the resected specimens and the agreement 
between the surgeon’s and the pathologist’s judgement was established. 

Results: Of the 79 appendices classified intraoperatively as normal-looking, 18 (22.8%) had 
inflammation. Of the 639 appendices classified intraoperatively as inflamed, 101 (15.8%) were 
normal. The surgeon had an accuracy of 83.4% and a moderate to low agreement (Kappa 
0.42). The sensitivity and specificity values were 96.8% and 37.7%, and the positive and 
negative predictive values were 84.2% and 77.2%, all respectively.  

Conclusion: The surgeon’s macroscoscopic diagnosis of initial grades of uncomplicated AA 
is not sufficiently accurate to establish good reliability for its resection. The surgeon 
overestimates the presence of appendicular inflammation. 
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A new risk score for mortality (ACME) could simplify the assessment of 
acute calculous cholecystitis.  

  
 
Ana-María González-Castillo, Maite De Miguel-Palacio, Alejandro Bravo-Salvà, 
Pelegrina-Manzano, Amalia, Estela Membrilla, María-José Pons-Fragero, Luis Grande-
Posa, Miguel Pera-Román, Juan Sancho-Insenser.  
  
Introduction: Acute Calculous Cholecystitis (ACC) is the second most frequent 
surgical condition diagnosed in Emergency Departments in the Western World. The 
complication rate of ACC is between 20-55% and the mortality varies from 0.5-15% in 
recent series. The Tokyo International Guidelines (TIG) advocate for different initial 
treatments of ACC with no clear evidence that all patients will benefit from them. 
Aim: To identify risk factors for mortality in ACC and compare them with TIG 
classification. 
Patients and Methods: A prospectively maintained database with 725 “pure ACC” 
was retrospectively analysed with 166 variables including Charlson Comorbidity Index 
(CCI) and TIG grade. Mortality and complications were correlated with the initial 
surgical (ST) or non-surgical (NST) treatment as well as with risk factors. 38 patients 
with equal comorbidity and TIG severity were selected to correlate the mortality with a 
Propensity Score Matching (PSM) taking the TG-Grade as control variable. 
Results: The mean age was 65±0.6 y/o. A 21% of the patients were TG-Grade I, 39% 
TG-Grade II and 40% TG-Grade III. The initial treatment was surgical in 95% and only 
5% received NST (percutaneous cholecystostomy 2.2%; antibiotics 2.8%). The NST 
group had worse ASA and CCI (P=0.001). Postoperative complications (43%) were 
lower in TG-I and TG-II than in TG-III (33%, 36% vs. 67%; P<0.001). The mortality 
rate was 3.5%, lower for TG-GI/II vs. TG-G III (0.7%-2.1% vs. 8.9%; P=0.001) and 
higher after NST (18.2% vs. 2.8%; P=0.001). Death was associated to older age 
(65.4±16 vs. 82.5±8; P=0.001) and higher CCI (4.1±0.7 vs. 1.2±0.1; P=0.001). A model 
of Binary Logistic Regression isolated 4 risk factors for mortality: COPD (OR 4.66; P= 
0.001), Dementia (OR 4.12; P=0.001), Age >80 y/o (OR 1.12; P=0.001) and the need of 
Vasoactive Amines (OR 9.9; P=0.001) which accurately predicted mortality in a 92% of 
cases. The ROC Curve yield an AUC of 88%, well above the 68% (P=0.003) from the 
TIG classification (Figure). When comparing subgroups selected by PSM with same 
morbidity and severity, the mortality was higher in the NST (26.2% vs. 10.5%). 

Conclusion: In our series, the mortality in ACC was higher in patients treated with 
NST.  The mortality risk ACME (Acute Cholecystitis Mortality Estimation) could 
promptly identify high risk patients. The validation of mortality risk ACME could allow 
us to create a new guidelines alternative to TIG for the treatment of ACC. 

 

 



 
 

FIGURE. ROC Curve for mortality: ACME vs TIG 2018 
 



 
NO-FEAR technologies selected for care of victim and handover to the hospital 
D. Gui, S. Magalini, M. Pennisi, R. Brancaleoni, P. Fransvea, G. Sganga. 
Fondazione Policlinico Universitario A. Gemelli IRCCS, Rome, Italy 

 
Background 
Research on new technologies to manage victims of trauma is ongoing. IFAFRI (International 
Forum to Advance First Responder Innovation) has recently identified 6 gaps among which 
maintaining communication between First Responders (FR), EMS, Hospitals and Command 
and Control Centers in all environmental conditions. NO-FEAR, the networkof practitioners 
for emergency medical systems and critical care of the EU has among its objectives the 
identification and validation of technologies from Supplier Platform.  
 
Study Question 
Rome Live Demo was designed to address the gap of patient handover from EMS to Hospital 
and preparation of the Hospital in uncertain incident (Hazmat/CBRNe/unknown). 
 
Methods 
During a Live Demo (LD) on Hospital Surge emergency technologies have been presented to 
practitioners. Practitioner feedback on tools was done in the “hot setting” of the LD and in the 
“cold setting” of a pre-Demo presentation and training session and post-Demo debriefing. 
Feedback was by questionnaires and semi-structured interviews to practitioners. Gap 
analysis and solution by tools was discussed. 
 
Results 
NO-FEAR’s practitioner network identified 12 cutting edge technologies recently or about to 
be introduced to the market in the context of the victim emergency care on the field and 
handover of the victim from EMS to Hospital. The 12 technologies presented were: Team On 
Mission (Streamwide), Mobikat (Fraunhofer IVI), Polycombi Suit and accessories (Ouvry), 
Dec’pol® Decon Mitt/Wipe (Ouvry), Body Bag (Ouvry), Eolife (Arcehon), Stretcher Rolling Kit 
(Less), Gumotex Mobile Decon Shower (Less), Ventway (Inovytec), Biobeat (Biobeat), Nio 
(Waismed), Prime (Rinicare). 
Results of analysis and demonstration showed that perceptions of the stakeholders, usability 
of the tools and the possible implementation in their daily activities, are greatly appreciated in 
a LD.  
 
Conclusions  
A great interest of all levels of participants was on the telecommunication implementation. 
This resulted as the most important technology to help in the survival chain. In the handover 
of the patient from EMS to Hospital this seems the first gap to close. 
EU funding is a valid system to perform Exercises of Critical Infrastructures. 
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The increment of obesity surgery and the practice of “open abdomen” for complications of 
intestinal surgery has made intestinal fistulas of the upper GI tract a more common occurrence. 
Surgical and medical procedures for therapy do not interfere. Often the aspiration of nasogastric 
or naso-intestinal content is utilized to help in the management of these complications. This 
procedure may seem straightforward but has many criticalities. We herein describe some 
technical notes on establishing an efficient, safe, long-lasting naso-esophageal, naso-gastric, naso-
duodenal and naso-ileal suction. The method described was utilized in 10 consecutive patients 
after abdominal open or laparoscopic surgery with the following complications: anastomotic 
breakdown after gastric sleeve resections, esofago-gastric anastomosis, esophageal fistula, 
duodenal fistula, leak of jejuno-jejunal anastomosis, closed duodenum after proximal jejunal 
perforation. 
Naso-intestinal suction tube must be of adequate caliber and length, according to the site of 
suction. When suctioning the distal duodenum or jejunum, we utilize a 14 Fr Colon Decompression 
set, (Cook Ireland Mtd, O’Halloran Rd, National Technology Park, Limerick Ireland), which has a 
suctioning part of 175 cm. Tube is also sufficiently rigid not to curl up in the stomach. Tube must 
be positioned in the required position either surgically or leaving through the endoscope a 
guidewire in the duodenum and successively inserting the tube over the guidewire under 
radiological control. Tube is fixed to the nose with conventional sling procedure. The tube is put 
under suction through the piped wall vacuum system. To guarantee the stability and regulation of 
the applied vacuum force, we use a MINIVACUUM ® device (Sigma Engineering, srl, Rome Italy) 
designed for negative pressure wound therapy. This device that plugs into the piped vacuum 
system allows to regulate vacuum also in an oscillanting or intermittent mode, which is more 
adequate than continuous suction for the aspiration of dense secretions. Previous experiences 
have repeatedly demonstrated that continuous negative pressure is not adequate to guarantee 
complete suction of dense secretions because the depression draws into the holes of the naso-
gastric suction tube intestinal mucosa causing arrest of aspiration. This phenomenon can also 
induce bleeding due to the action of negative pressure on the mucosa. Intermittent pression 
applied with periods of about 60 seconds seems to be more efficient. We applied oscillating 
pressure with a period of 40 seconds between zenith and nadir. Oscillanting mode with depression 



of 150-100 mmHg is efficient and safe. In two cases a minimum blood discharge was evident in the 
tube and depression was lowered to 100-75 mmHg, for a short interval. The described 
combination of tube and oscillating suction is well tolerated by patients (time interval 10 to 90 
days). The mean aspirated fluid by day was 800 +/- 200 cc day. The method is more economic than 
Endosponge treatment and can be performed with minimal equipment. Complete resolution of 
fistula was reached in 8 out of 10 cases, the others requiring second stage surgical procedures. 
 
 
 

 
 
Fig1. The nasogastric suction in a fistula patient. The canister is connected to the MINIVACUUM device set for 
oscillating pression -120/-50, period 40 sec. 
 



MANAGEMENT OF ACUTE COLONIC DIVERTICULITIS ACCORDING TO THE WSES (WORLD 
SOCIETY OF EMERGENCY SURGERY) CLASSIFICATION IN A TERTIARY CENTRE 

Hickey, LM, Goldsmith, P. 

Department of General Surgery, Manchester Royal Infirmary, Manchester University NHS 
Foundation Trust, Oxford Road, Manchester, M13 9WL, UK. 

AIM 

Debate remains regarding management of complicated diverticulitis. The WSES acute 
diverticulitis working group published in 2015 a CT-guided classification of left colon acute 
diverticulitis, divided into uncomplicated (Stage 0) and complicated (Stage 1a-4). Using this 
classification, we reviewed our management of CT-proven acute colonic diverticulitis. 

METHOD 

A single-centre retrospective review of management of CT-proven acute colonic 
diverticulitis over 12 months based on the WSES classification. 

RESULTS 

24 males and 31 females presented (median age=56, IQR 45-68). Median white cell count 
=12 (IQR 10-16) and median C-reactive protein =88 (IQR 41-157). 

Based on CT, 25 (45.5%) patients =stage 0, 14 (25.5%) =stage 1a, 6 (11%) =stage 1b, 4 (7%) 
=stage 2a, 6 (11%) =stage 2b, and none staged 3/4. 

15% (8/55) patients had an operation, remainder were conservatively managed. 2 patients 
had laparoscopic washout/drainage (stages 1b and 2b). 6 patients had Hartmanns (x1 stage 
1a, x1 stage 1b, x4 stage 2b).  

Median length of stay =5 days (IQR 4-8). There was 1 related reattendance declining 
readmission (stage 1a managed conservatively) and 2 readmissions (1 stage 0 managed 
conservatively, other initially stage 1a managed conservatively but on readmission staged 
2b proceeding to Hartmanns). 30-day mortality included 3 deaths (stages 1b/2a/2b all 
managed conservatively). 

CONCLUSION 

Hartmanns resection is advocated as treatment of choice for complicated acute 
diverticulitis, particularly for Stage 2b or above. 

 

 

 



SARS-CoV-2 Infection is Not Associated with a Higher Rate of Post-Operative Complications in 
Adult Appendectomy Patients in Peru. 
	

Abstract		

Objective:	We	present	outcomes	of	patients	with	SARS-CoV-2	undergoing	appendectomy	in	order	to	aid	

in	clarification	of	current	controversies	regarding	safety	of	therapeutic	options	for	emergency	surgical	

diseases	in	patients	with	SARS-CoV-2.	Summary	Background	Data:	Peru	has	the	greatest	number	of	per	

capita	deaths	due	to	SARS-CoV-2	of	any	country,	and	is	one	of	few	with	a	COVID-dedicated	hospital.	

Methods:	This	prospective	observational	study	included	all	adult	patients	with	acute	appendicitis	

admitted	to	an	urban,	public,	COVID-dedicated	hospital	over	two	months.	Baseline	characteristics	and	

post-operative	outcomes	at	28	days	are	reported.	Results:	58	patients,	35	male	and	23	female,	ages	15	

to	73	years	with	SARS-CoV-2	as	diagnosed	by	IgM	(12%),	IgG	(19%)	or	both	(69%)	and	acute	appendicitis	

as	diagnosed	using	the	Alvarado	Score	and	confirmed	intraoperatively	were	enrolled.	All	patients	

presented	with	right	lower	quadrant	pain,	86%	with	leukocytosis,	88%	with	nausea/emesis	and	no	

patients	with	respiratory	complaints.	All	patients	underwent	open	appendectomy,	90%	under	regional	

anesthesia.	Average	operative	time	was	54	+/-	25	minutes,	length	of	stay	2.5	+/-	1.5	days.	14%	of	

patients	had	a	post-operative	complication,	all	were	minor,	four	(7%)	incisional	surgical	site	infections,	

one	(2%)	organ	space,	and	three	(5%)	incisional	seromas,	no	deaths	or	serious	complications.	

Conclusion:	Open	surgical	management	of	acute	appendicitis	with	regional	anesthesia	in	adults	with	

pre-operative	diagnosis	of	SARS-CoV-2	is	feasible	and	not	associated	with	an	increased	frequency	or	

severity	of	post-operative	complications,	longer	operative	time,	or	extended	hospitalization	as	

compared	to	reports	in	similar	patients	without	SARS-CoV-2.		
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Background 
Appendicitis, despite its potential perceived simplicity, is associated with suboptimal 
operative outcomes where almost 20% of patients undergo unnecessary surgery. 
Reduction in variation in care with enhanced diagnostics may aid this.1 
 
Aim 
This study looked at the development of a right iliac fossa appendicular pathway. 
 
Methods 
Consensus decisions from multiple disciplines were merged into the development of 
a right iliac fossa appendicular pathway. Focussing on initial presentation through 
primary care to the emergency department and then the surgical team. The focus on 
history, clinical exam and initial management, led to five triaging categories, ranging 
from possible appendicitis to the perotinitic patient.  Incorporation of scoring systems, 
Appendicitis inflammatory response (AIR) score for males, Adult appendicitis Score 
(AAS) for females and Shera score for paediatrics,  and combining them with clinical 
features, laboratory results and a step-up approach to imaging, 2 we were able to 
develop a pathway where we could stratify patients that needed admission and 
observation, or further investigation, or urgent surgical intervention.  
 

 
 

 
 
 
 



Results 

 
 



 



 
 
Conclusion 
The development of a robust pathway incorporating clinical, laboratory and 
radiological findings, should set a template to improve quality care in appendicitis. 
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Objective: Effective casualty care requires apart from technical expertise, also fitness in non-

technical or soft skills. Non-technical skills of healthcare professionals are positively 

associated with personnel’s as well as patient’s safety. As fear of self-infection from COVID-

19 increases among healthcare professionals, so more extensive protective measures are 

taken. However little is known over impact of anxiety and personal protective measures on 

provider’s performance, especially on non-technical skills. 

Material and Methods: An online questionnaire was administered to healthcare 

professionals, working in the emergency department in order to assess perceptions over 

protective measures, personal anxiety and non-technical skills’ performance. 

Results: Responses were collected from 55 healthcare providers. All providers feared they 

may infect friends and relatives. A potential high influx of patients to the emergency 

department increases the fear of self-infection (p=0.02). Age was positively correlated with 

fear of getting infected (p=0.02) and deterioration of non-technical skill performance 

(p=0.032). Gender exhibited a positive correlation with challenges on non-technical skills 

during COVID-19 pandemic (p=0.015). 

Conclusions: Personal protective equipment influences team-working and decision making. 

Fear of infection hinders effective communication. Since a compromise on non-technical 

skills poses a Cassandra’s dilemma on patient’s and provider’s safety, we believe training on 

non-technical skills should be intensified during COVID-19 pandemic. 

Key words: non-technical skills, COVID-19, infectious diseases, training. 
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Objective: During a pandemic the emergency room is meta-schematised to accept infected 

patients and provide specialized medical care. However natural or manmade disastrous 

phenomena may appear during a pandemic, perplexing disaster management of a massive 

influx of potentially infected casualties. There is a lack of literature in training individuals to 

respond to disasters while keeping the safety standards against a pandemic. 

Material and Methods: A mass-casualty incident was simulated as one-day exercise in the 

emergency room of the trauma center “Attikon” hospital. A questionnaire was administered 

before and after the exercise assessing participant perceptions on personal protective 

equipment (PPE), readiness to respond to a mass-casualty incident, fear against COVID-19 

infection, index of non-technical skills influence. 

Results: Sample population consists of 55 healthcare providers (17 emergency medicine 

specialists, 38 students’ of MSc Global Health- Disaster Medicine). Among participants 58% 

were women and 44% older than 35 years old. Although before the exercise participants 

were worried about getting infected during COVID-19 pandemic, the fear was decreased 

during the exercise (p<0.001). Furthermore the exercise increased the trust of participants 

on PPE (p=0.0003), decreased the fear of getting infected from casualties of a manmade 

disaster (road accident) (p=0.003). Participants believe that the exercise improved their non-

technical skills, like team-working (p=0.01), communication (p=0.04), setting and 

maintaining standards (p=0.04) and supporting others (p=0.01). 

Conclusions: Disaster medicine exercises help greatly in preparing participants, managing 

mass casualties during COVID-19 pandemic as well as increasing willingness to respond in 

case of occurrence of such an incident. All participants consider the exercise as a useful 

experience irrespectively if they were afraid or not from COVID-19 pandemic. 

Key words: disaster medicine, disaster management, training, non-technical skills, COVID-19, 

emergency medicine. 
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Background:  
The trend in liver trauma management has progressively become more conservative. When a surgical 
intervention is required, most suggest that a minimalistic strategy should be adopted. However, the vast 
majority of literature on hepatic trauma focuses heavily on the management of blunt trauma. Still the liver 
is also vulnerable to penetrating injuries and this mechanism presents a different spectrum of challenges.  
Trauma in South Africa has been aptly described as the malignant epidemic. It has an excessive burden of 
trauma with a marked component of penetrating injuries most common in the form of gunshot wounds 
(GSW’s) or stab wounds (SW’s).  
 
Aim:  
To compare GSW and SW to the liver in order to define current management algorithms and protocols.  
 
Methods:  
Retrospective study from a major trauma complex in South Africa, during 2012-2018.  
 
Results:  
There were 170 GSW’s and 205 SW’s injuries. Age and sex distribution was similar in both groups. There                  
were significantly higher AAST grades in the GSW group. Shock index and RTS were similar in both cohorts                  
but ISS and AIS were significantly worse in patients with GSW’s. The need for ICU, the mortality and                  
morbidity rate was significantly greater in the GSW cohort. The need for a surgical intervention however,                
was significantly lower in the GSW than the SW patient group. GSW injuries were more likely to be packed                   
and liver suturing was more likely to be used with SW’s. GSW patients had a significantly higher rate of                   
repeat laparotomy than the SW patients. The most commonly injured extra-abdominal body region was              
the thorax in both groups. There were significantly more renal and large bowel injuries in the GSW cohort                  
than the SW cohort. GSW of the liver were associated with a significantly higher mortality than SW (12.4%                  
vs 3.4%).  
 
Conclusion:  
Penetrating hepatic trauma is associated with a high mortality and significant morbidity. The management 
of GSW’s and SW’s is different, and the two groups are not directly analogous. GSW’s in general are more 
destructive as reflected in the higher AAST scores, Trauma scores (ISS, RTS, shock index) and mortality 
rates. Conservative management of GSW of the liver is possible in around twenty per cent of cases.  
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Topic: 
Abdominal emergency surgery 
 
Background:  
Colorectal surgery is associated with a high risk of adhesion formation and subsequent complications. Recent 

evidence shows that laparoscopic surgery reduces adhesion formation by 50% in colorectal surgery but the 

effect on adhesion-related complications remains unknown.  

 
Aim:  
The aim of this study was to assess the effect of the implementation of laparoscopic colorectal surgery on 

the incidence of adhesion-related readmissions. 

 
Methods:  
Population data from the Scottish National Health Service were used to identify patients who underwent 

colorectal surgery between June 2009 and June 2011. Readmissions were registered and screened until 

December 2017 and categorized as being either directly or possibly related to adhesions, or as reoperations 



                                                                        

  

    
potentially complicated by adhesions. The primary outcome measure was the difference in incidence of 

directly adhesion-related readmission between the open and laparoscopic cohort. 

 
Results:  
Colorectal surgery was performed in 16 524 patients; 4 455 (27%) underwent laparoscopic surgery. 

Readmission rates for any adhesion-related cause were 4 658/12 069 (39%) in the open and 1 179/4 455 

(26%) in the laparoscopic cohort. Patients undergoing laparoscopic surgery were readmitted less frequently 

for directly adhesion-related complications, 2.4% (95% CI 2.0 - 2.8%) vs. 7.5% (95% CI 7.1 - 7.9%) in the open 

cohort. Readmissions for possibly adhesion-related complications were less frequent in the laparoscopic 

cohort, 16.8% (95% CI 15.6 - 18.0%) vs. 21.7% (95% CI 20.9 - 22.5%), as well as reoperations potentially 

complicated by adhesions, 9.7% (95% CI 8.9 - 10.5%) vs. 16.9% (95% CI 16.3 - 17.5%).  

 
Discussion:  

Overall any adhesion-related readmissions occurred in one in three patients after open colorectal 

surgery and one in four in laparoscopic surgery. Incidence rates of adhesion-related complications 

remain substantial even after laparoscopic surgery.  

 
 
 
Position presenting author: underlined 
Word count of abstract body: 279 



                                                                        

  

    
Table 1, 5 year readmission rates 

 Open (N = 50751) Laparoscopic (N = 21519) 

Directly related to adhesions 4.3% 1.7% 

Possibly related to adhesions 15.4% 15.0% 

Reoperations potentially 
complicated by adhesions 

15.0% 8.6% 

Total 28.7% 21.9% 

 

 



                                                                        

  

    

 
Figure 1, Cumulative readmission rates for directly adhesion related readmissions  

 



ACUTE SMALL BOWEL OBSTRUCTION: RISK FACTORS FOR SURGICAL 

TREATMENT 

 

Introduction 

Acute small bowel obstruction (ASBO) due to adhesions is a frequent cause of presentation to the 

Emergency Room (ER). The indications to surgical exploration and the role of conservative 

treatment in ASBO are still debated. The aim of this study is to identify predictive factors for 

surgery and for resection of small bowel segments at a single center. 

Methods 

A retrospective study was conducted at a high-volume tertiary referral hospital, considering patients 

admitted to the ward with a clinical diagnosis of ASBO between January 2014 and February 2019. 

Only patients who underwent a CT scan of the abdomen and who received a water-soluble contrast 

(WSC) challenge were included in the study. Demographic characteristics, relevant clinical data, 

risk factors for surgical management and bowel resection, complications and length of stay were 

analysed. Univariable and multivariable analyses were performed; a two-sided p < 0.05 was 

considered statistically significant. 

Results 

A total of 252 adult patients were admitted to the ER and the surgical ward with a clinical diagnosis 

of ASBO. Of these, 61 patients were excluded because a CT scan was not performed, while 36 

patients were excluded because they presented a diagnosis which was not related to adhesions 

(neoplasms, inflammatory bowel disease, hernias). Of the 155 patients with adhesion-related ASBO 

included in the study, 42 underwent non-operative management (NOM), and 113 underwent 

surgical treatment (ST). Mortality was 0% in the NOM group and 1.8% in the ST group (p>0.05). 

At multivariable analysis, the presence of a transition point (OR 2.99 - 95% CI 1.45-6.18, p=0.003) 

and of the whirl sign (OR 11.84 - 95% CI 1.41-93.73, p=0.022) and signs of bowel necrosis at CT 

(OR 4.14 - 95% CI 1.14-15.10, p=0.031) were the only predictors of surgical treatment. Around a 

third of patients within the NOM group had a transition point visible at the CT-scan. Notably, delay 

beyond 48 hours did not increase the resection rate but only postoperative stay (p=0,037). Only 

whirl sign was predictive of bowel resection at multivariable analysis (OR 8 - 95% CI 2.22-28.80, 

p=0.001). The main limitations of the current study are its retrospective nature and the possible 

selection bias due to the exclusion of the patients who did not undergo a CT-scan, were discharged 

from the ER or did not receive WSC. 

Conclusion  

CT scan, together with WSC challenge, can help in recognizing patients with ASBO that need early 

surgical treatment. A judicious watchful waiting did not increase the resection rate, although it may 

increase the postoperative length of stay. 



SYSTEM IMPROVEMENTS FOR CHOLECYSTECTOMY PATIENTS AFTER THE 
INTRODUCTION OF AN ASU MODEL 
 
Makepe Marang1, Luo Yuchen1, Yim Arthur1, Mark Tacey12 Bird David1, Hodgson 
Russell1 
 

1Northern Health, Melbourne, Australia  
2Department of Medicine, University of Melbourne 
 
ABSTRACT 
 
Purpose: Gallbladder pathology represents a significant proportion of general 
surgical workload. Pressures of theatre access, bed availability, and an elderly, co-
morbid population led to the introduction of the Acute General Surgical Unit (ASU) 
model in February 2013. This project aims to demonstrate how management of 
gallbladder pathology evolved since introducing ASU. We hypothesise that there will 
be outcome improvements following the ASU. 
 
Methodology:  A retrospective audit was performed between February 2012 and 
February 2014 on 1289 patients undergoing cholecystectomy.   
 
Results: Patients that underwent cholecystectomy in the 12 months prior to ASU 
implementation were compared with patients post-ASU. Demographic data was 
comparable in both groups. Re-presentations to emergency prior to cholecystectomy 
reduced post-ASU (31.6% to 27.2%, p=0.033). In-hours cases increased (82.9% v 
86.6%, p<0.001) with more consultant involvement (29.9% v 39.9%, p<0.001). Post-
ASU wait times improved for emergency cases (<2 days 42% v 58%, p=0.05). 
Interestingly, elective wait times also improved (<90 days 23% v 42%, p=<.0001). 
Higher acuity patients were seen, with an increase in suspected acute cholecystitis 
(25.5% to 34.8%, p<0.001), and more common bile duct stones were found (6.4% to 
9.1%, p=0.064). There was no significant difference in morbidity post-ASU (13.4% v 
18.4%, p=0.17). 
 
Conclusion: The ASU model has contributed to improvements including theatre 
access, increased consultant involvement and also coincided with higher patient 
acuity. Interestingly, improved efficiency in emergency cholecystectomy has 
improved efficiency in elective cholecystectomy. 
 



Complicated Appendicitis and Interval Appendicectomy: What is the risk of neoplasm? 

 

AIM:  

Non-operative management of appendicitis complicated by abscess or contained perforation has 

been controversial. Recent studies suggest this group has a high rate of appendiceal neoplasms 

(including adenomas and invasive malignancies), prompting calls to operate in most cases. We 

aimed to determine the rate of appendiceal neoplasm, focusing on those with complicated 

appendicitis and interval appendicectomy. 

 

METHODS: 

A retrospective review of all consecutive cases of suspected appendicitis treated at four Australian 

teaching hospitals from 2016 to 2019 was performed. All patients who underwent immediate or 

interval appendicectomy, or were diagnosed with appendicitis and treated non-operatively, were 

included and the rate of neoplasm was determined. 

 

RESULTS: 

Of 4459 patients, 68 of 2952 (2.3%) of patients with uncomplicated appendicitis and 27 of 821 

(3.3%) of patients with complicated appendicitis had a neoplastic lesion. This difference failed to 

reach statistical significance (p=0.06). None of the 684 patients with negative appendicectomy had a 

neoplastic lesion. 

 

In the cohort with complicated appendicitis, 759 (92.4%) underwent emergent appendicectomy, 34 

(4.1%) interval appendicectomy and 28 (3.4%) were observed.  One patient who had an interval 

appendicectomy had an adenocarcinoma and one had an adenoma. No neoplastic processes were 

seen in the 28 observed patients within a median follow up of 6 months. 

 

CONCLUSION:  

In our series the overall rate of neoplasms was low and was not significantly higher in those with 

complicated appendicitis, including those who underwent interval appendicectomy. Our institutions 

favoured immediate appendicectomy and this may have influenced the lower rate of neoplasm in 

those undergoing interval appendicectomy. 



Does Serum Bilirubin add value in the diagnosis of appendicitis? A multi-institution analysis of 

1824 cases 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Even with modern diagnostics, appendicitis can be difficult to diagnose accurately. Negative 

appendicectomies (NA) and delayed diagnosis of complicated appendicitis (CA, i.e. perforation or 

abscess) remain common. Serum bilirubin has been proposed as an additional biomarker to assist 

with the diagnosis of appendicitis. In this large series, we assessed the value of bilirubin in the 

diagnosis of appendicitis as well as CA.  

 

METHODS 

A retrospective review was performed of all consecutive patients who underwent appendicectomy 

or had radiologically confirmed appendicitis, and were treated non-operatively, at three high-

volume tertiary Australian hospitals over a 3-year period. Demographic data, presence of fever, 

tachycardia, total white cell count (WCC), neutrophil count, total serum bilirubin, operative findings 

and final histology were recorded. Multivariate logistic regression was performed to determine 

independent predictors of NA and CA. Receiver-operator analysis was performed to compare 

bilirubin to WCC and neutrophil count.  

 

RESULTS 

There were 1824 patients: 1167 had uncomplicated appendicitis, 355 had CA and 303 underwent 

NA. Increased serum bilirubin was associated with an increased likelihood of appendicitis (OR 1.040, 

95% CI (1.018, 1.064), p<0.001) and increased likelihood of CA (OR 1.035, 95% CI (1.021, 1.050), 

p<0.001). The sensitivity and specificity of bilirubin was inferior to neutrophil count for the diagnosis 

of appendicitis (AUC 0.677 versus 0.723, p<0.001) and equivalent to neutrophils for complicated 

appendicitis (AUC 0.646 versus 0.645, p=0.97). Bilirubin, WCC and neutrophils each were all 

relatively insensitive and non-specific over a variety of cut-off values.  

 

CONCLUSIONS 

Hyperbilirubinaemia is independently associated with an increased likelihood of appendicitis as well 

as CA however has similar sensitivity and specificity when compared to WCC or neutrophils. 

Bilirubin, neutrophil count and WCC alone are not discriminatory enough to be used in isolation but 

may be incrementally useful adjuncts in pre-operative assessment of patients with suspected 

appendicitis. 
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Background: Emergency midline laparotomy is a cornerstone to patient survival in patients 
with peritonitis, optimizing outcomes with the use of bundles needs to be defined. 
Much of the international literature and best practice mandates have focused on elective 
rather than emergency abdominal surgery [1]. The aim of this study was to undertake a 
systematic review and meta-analysis of factors affecting the development of Surgical Site 
Infection (SSI) in patients undergoing midline emergency laparotomy.   
 
Methods: An ethically approved, PROSPERO registered (ID: CRD42020193246) meta-
analysis and systematic review, searching PubMed, Scopus, Web of Science and 
Cochrane Library electronic databases from January 2015 to June 2020 and adhering to 
PRISMA guidelines was undertaken. Search headings included ‘emergency surgery’, 
‘laparotomy’, ‘surgical site infection’, ‘midline incision’ and ‘wound bundle’. Publications 
potentially suitable were graded using Methodological Index for Non-Randomised Studies; 
papers scoring ≥16/24 were included for data analysis. The primary outcome in this study 
was SSI rates following the use of wound bundles. Secondary outcomes were the effect of 
individual interventions included in the bundles and the SSI rates for superficial and deep 
infections. 5 studies focused on various types of closure techniques and their association 
with the rate of SSI, of these studies we grouped them into a technical closure bundle and 
examined their meta-analysis effect on SSI.  

Results: This scientific review identified 1,875 articles. 58 were found to be potentially 
suitable, and 11 were included after applying MINORS score cut off. The final cohort 
included 2,856 patients from eight countries.  Three papers came from the USA, two papers 
from Japan and the remainder from Denmark, England, Iran, Netherlands, Spain and 
Turkey. The overall decrease in SSI after the implementation of wound bundles was 32% 
(RR=0.68; CI, 0.39-1.17; p=0.16) in 100 emergency laparotomies. There was a non-
significant reduction in SSI rate in the technical closure group of 43% (RR=0.57; CI, 0.57-
1.26; p=0.41). 
Analysis of an effective wound bundle was limited due to insufficient data. 
 
Discussion: This study identified a significant deficit in the world literature relating to 
emergency laparotomy and optimizing wound outcomes. Global action needs to be 
urgently taken to address the potential negative effect on outcomes from international 
registries and trials. The WSES had a lead role to address this deficit [2]. 



  

 

Figure 1: Identification, review and selection of articles included in the meta-
analysis for impact of wound bundles on Surgical Site Infections in Emergency 
midline Laparotomy Surgery 
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Objective:	To	analyze	the	risk	factors	previously	identified	to	predispose	patients	to	post-

operative	pancreatic	fistula	(POPF).		

	

Methods:	A	systematic	search	of	electronic	databases	for	studies	published	between	2005	

and	2014	was	performed.		

	

Results:	39	studies	fulfilled	the	inclusion	criteria	(n=	8,880).	POPF	rates	ranged	from	8.9-

36.9%	and	cohort	sizes	ranged	from	62	to	610.	Pooled	analyses	showed:	male	sex	as	a	

univariable	had	an	OR	of	1.376	(95%	CI	1.137-1.665;	P=	0.001);	body	mass	index	(BMI)	

as	a	univariable	had	an	OR	of	2.168		and	2.611	as	a	multivariable;	soft	pancreatic	texture	

had	a	pooled	OR	of	4.187	(95%	CI	3.207-5.468,	P=	0.000)	as	a	univariable	and	4.451	(95%	

CI	3.161-6.268,	P=	0.000)	as	a	multivariable;	main	pancreatic	duct	diameter	(MPD)	<3mm	

as	a	univariable	had	an	OR	of	2.842	(95%	CI	1.926-4.192;	P=	0.000);	MPD	as	a	continuous	

multivariable	 had	 an	 OR	 of	 0.546	 (95%	 CI	 0.229-0.997;	 P=	 0.049);	MPD	 <3mm	 as	 a	

multivariable	had	an	OR	of	3.759	(95%	CI	2.632-5.369;	P=	0.000);	large	blood	loss	(>1L)	

had	a	pooled	OR	of	1.495	(95%	CI	1.115-2.005	P=	0.007)	as	a	univariable.		

	

Conclusion:	Male	sex,	BMI,	 soft	pancreatic	 texture,	MPD<	3mm	and	blood	 loss>1L	are	

predictive	of	POPF.	

	

Keywords:	Pancreatic	fistula,	pancreaticoduodenectomy,	Whipple’s	procedure,	
meta-analysis 
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INTRODUCTION AND OBJECTIVE 

 

It is widely accepted  that the implementation of Trauma Networks and the centralization of 

services improves outcomes of trauma patients, specially for trauma patients with ISS 

(Injury Severity Score) >15. In the context of the Piedmont Region, the Trauma System 

consists of a network of hospital structures functionally connected and classified, on the 

basis of the available resources and skills, in High Specialization Trauma Centers (CTO and 

Infantile Regina Margherita for pediatric patients, Turin, or S Luigi di Orbassano, for 

fractures of the pelvic ring), HUBs (Turin, Novara, Cuneo and Alessandria), and SPOKEs. 

HUBs are equipped with services such as interventional radiology, thoracic and vascular 

surgery, neurosurgery, cardiac surgery, neonatal resuscitation, hemodynamics, a second level 

DEA. In the province of Cuneo the SPOKE centers are Alba, Savigliano and Mondovi’, equipped 

with surgery, resuscitation, UTIC, DEA level I, while Saluzzo is classified as a "basic 

hospital", Ceva as a "disadvantaged area structure", but which still maintains a ready rescue 

(PST); there is a lack of large hospitals equipped as Trauma Centers, therefore, the most 

critical patients are transported to more suitable facilities outside the provincial territory, 

by ambulance or helicopter rescue. 

The aim of the study is to analyze the performance of the Trauma System of the province of 

Cuneo in Piedmont Region and the effectiveness of the centralization system using the 

Trauma Mortality Probability Model (TMPM-ICD-9). 

 

METHODS 

 

In the absence of a trauma register in the province of Cuneo, we retrospectively collected 

administrative data (from hospital discharge records) of trauma patients managed in the 

hospitals of this area from 2016 to 2018, and calculated the XISS, an indirect indicator of 

the ISS, and the TMPM-ICD-9 from ICD-9-CM codes. 

Data are processed in an aggregate and anonymous manner, using the statistical software 

STATA 11.00, for the application of the TMPM algorithm, capable of returning, for each 

individual in the sample, an expected mortality value (as a probability value). 

 

RESULTS  



▪ The crude centralization rate of the Trauma System in the Province of Cuneo for 

trauma patients with XISS>15 is 55% 

▪ There is no significant change in the performance of the system over the years, 

either in a positive or negative sense. 

▪ There is a significant difference of XISS between HUB and SPOKE. HUB: mean±SD 

21,2±8,3, median (range) 17 (16-75); SPOKE: mean±SD 18,21±3,9, median (range) 16 

(16-36), p<0,001; while the XISS of PST is not significantly different from HUB and 

SPOKE 19±4,2, median 16 (16-29).   

▪ A significant higher rate of patients in HUB had an access in ED driven by the 

territorial emergency system (118)  (HUB 98,1%, SPOKE 67,7%, PST 56,5%, p>0,001). 

▪ The centralization rate increases to 64.5% if considering only the patients driven by 

118; then probably the centralization rate is reduced by patients who directly access 

hospitals, without the coordination of the territorial emergency system. This could 

explain both the apparently inadequate centralization rate of the Trauma System and 

the high ISS found in the PSTs. 

▪ The XISS of patients transported by 118 is significantly higher than that relating to 

subjects with other methods of access; ED by 118: 20,0±6,7, 17 (16-75), other access 

modality: 19,0±7,6, 16 (16-75), (p=0,01) . 

▪ Mortality in HUB is 11,7%, in SPOKE 4,7% and in PST 0% (p=0,009) 

▪ At multivariate analysis only XISS is a significant risk factor for mortality with a OR 

of 1,045. 

▪ A significantly greater number of patients are discharged from SPOKE and PST, 

compared to the HUB, from which a significant number of patients are transferred to 

other facilities, for the continuation of the therapeutic process, or for rehabilitation. 

 

CONCLUSION: 

 

In HUBs  a significantly higher number of patients are driven in the ED by the territorial 

emergency system, unlike to what happens in SPOKE and PST, where many patients directly 

access to ED. The non-118 access of many patients, especially in PSTs, and the consequent 

finding of a high ISS in this type of structures, and ultimately the unsatisfactory 

centralization rate of the Trauma System, could also be correlated to geography physics of 

the territory, mainly mountainous, and inhabited by a largely elderly population; many 

traumatized persons, even serious ones, spontaneously go to the most comfortable structure, 

not the most suitable one; this problem could possibly be resolved both with the 

dissemination of specific health information / education, and with the creation of "first aid 

points", widespread and therefore closer to the patient, especially in the more isolated areas, 

from which the most serious patients could be picked up promptly by 118 for correct 

centralization in the most suitable structure. 
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Introduction 

From “Minimally Invasive Expeditionary Surgical Care using Human-Inspired Robots” report of the  Blue Sky Meeting, 

Pensacola (FL), October 2018 (1): 

 “In transit to Mars: “Astronaut develops abdominal pain associated with nausea, vomiting, and fever. A low grade 

leukocytosis is identified on laboratory evaluation: probable diagnosis is appendicitis. Pain and mild tenderness localize 

to the right lower quadrant (RLQ). Abdominal ultrasound (US) imaging confirms an abnormal, dilated structure in the 

RLQ consistent with acute appendicitis. The astronaut is treated with antibiotics and intravenous hydration resulting in 

partial resolution of symptoms. Within a week, the astronaut develops a higher fever and increased RLQ pain. Repeat US 

imaging reveals a probable peri-appendiceal abscess. The crew medical officer (CMO) prepares the abdomen for 

abscess drainage as the assistant prepares the instruments and positions the US probe. With US imaging for guidance, 

the CMO inserts a percutaneous needle under local anesthesia. Needle aspiration reveals pus from the suspected 

abscess. Using the Seldinger technique, a guide wire is slid through  the needle to the site of the abscess then the needle 

is removed. Using a #11 blade scalpel, the CMO makes a small incision along the wire, then slides a multiport drainage 

catheter over the wire to the location of the abscess. The wire is withdrawn and suction is applied to the catheter 

draining the abscess. Antibiotics and catheter suction are continued for a week. The drainage finally decreases and the 

catheter is removed. The small wound from the drainage catheter heals with daily change of the Band-Aid. There are no 

sequelae, and after a course of rehabilitation, the astronaut returns to normal duty for the duration of the mission.” 

There are several unique features of this scenario that may not be readily apparent. The CMO is not a surgeon, but has 

been trained pre-flight (with periodic in-flight refresher sessions) on advanced health care techniques including the 

minimally invasive surgical (MIS) placement of a drainage catheter. The medical/ surgical assistant for the CMO (who 

manipulates the US imaging probe and assists with the drain placement) is not a human crew member, but an 

interactive, human-inspired dexterous robot. Both the CMO and the robot assistant use integrated augmented reality 

images of the patient’ s abdominal contents to evaluate and guide the anatomic placement and advancement of the 

needle and drain insertion. The #11 scalpel blade was part of the conventionally manifested medical supplies, but the 
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handle for the scalpel blade was printed on demand for the procedure, matched to the human and robotic manipulator 

dexterity, using the space craft’s multi-material 3-D printer. These unique abilities do not currently exist as described for 

space flight, but are reasonable to anticipate for exploration space missions within the next two decades “  

Among future missions to Mars (2), a first landing on the red planet is scheduled for 2030 and the first human settlement 

in 2032. The health of the astronauts, during the long journey to the planet and after landing, is a major concern due to 

the prolonged and extreme stress conditions to which their body will be subject.(3) Unforeseen events or issues requiring 

surgery could jeopardize the entire mission and pose a risk to the life of crew-members.(4,5)  To date, the presence of an 

experienced surgeon in the crew is the most desirable option but it cannot be taken for granted. In a paper by Martin et al 

(6), it is explained that in deep space class missions, the onboard health care provider needs to be near the patient, 

supported by ground based surgical advisors, plus data store forward transmission (6-8), still image exchanges , voice 

conferencing, and electronic chats. An “intelligent medical system” will assist the CMO with the diagnosis, monitoring 

and treatment of sick crew members (3,6-8). In case of particularly challenging events the CMO can turn to an onboard 

dedicated library for support (6)  but he/she may still benefit from any other technological advance, as, for example, a 

new generation robot. In the future, space robots are expected to have a higher degree of autonomy in performing tasks 

like  surgical procedures as suturing or providing help in diagnostics. The definition of Autonomy, according to the 

International Organization for Standardization (9), is: “an ability to perform intended tasks based on current state and 

sensing without human intervention”.  Their evolution in space surgery and the new achievements related to “artificial 

intelligence” (AI) are of great interest not only for space, but also for possible terrestrial clinical applications (10). 

 

  

An “intelligent” robot for surgery in space 

Presently, robotic surgery is characterized by the presence of a human operator in charge of high level planning or 

cognitive decision making, while the robot is responsible only for the mechanical implementation (11).  

As the primary health care provider aboard the spacecraft to Mars , the CMO, is not a flight surgeon who shall be sitting 

on a remote console on Earth, an intelligent medical system will necessarily be required to assist the CMO with the 



 

 

diagnosis, monitoring, treatment of sick or injured crew-members. The system shall also guarantee CMO clinical skills 

maintenance, assistant officer training and crew skills practice. (6) 

The literature reports on technological improvements that open up new perspectives and devices for example Robonaut 2 

(13), a new generation of humanoid robot, the Trauma Pod (14), the SOLACE project (15).  

Robonaut 2 (R2)(13) 

The goal of this  project is to develop intelligent robots for use in medical procedures.  Researchers at the NASA 

Johnson Space Center (JSC), in collaboration with General Motors and Oceanering, designated this highly dexterous, 

humanoid robot, for employment in a variety of medical applications, from telemedicine to medical management either 

in teleoperation or autonomous mode . 

Since current concepts for space exploration mission anticipate a small crew size, from four to six astronauts, the 

question that needs to be addressed is whether a human-inspired, dexterous robot could serve as an effective medical and 

surgical assistant.  

The Florida Institute for Human and Machine Cognition (IHMC) organized a specific meeting ‘Blue Sky Meeting’ in 

Pensacola, Florida on October 2-3, 2018, supported by the Translational Research Institute for Space Health, with the 

primary goal to explore the role of a robot in surgery during exploration spaceflights. The symposium offered an 

excursus on the possible use of this human-inspired robot as effective medical-surgical assistants and on advances in 

space surgery45. The conclusion was that, for now, more investigation on the topic  needs to be developed.  

The Trauma POD (14) 

The Trauma Pod (TP) is a rapidly deployable robotic platform to perform critical diagnostics and emergency  life-

saving procedures. Born for military use on wounded soldiers who might otherwise die before treatment in a hospital,  

now the platform should be used for avoiding the loss of airways , controlling hemorrage through hemostasis, inserting  

intravenous or intraosseous lines, manipulating damaged tissue and positioning monitoring devices (14).  

Initially, the robotic TP system was tested by performing selected surgical procedures on a patient phantom. The 

teleoperated surgical robot is supported by autonomous robotic arms and subsystems that carry out the main scrub-nurse 

and circulating-nurse functions such as change tools and supply delivery. This system also includes a tomographic X-ray 

facility two-dimensional (2D) fluoroscopic devices to support interventions. (14) Any clinical protocol generated in the 

TP system is recorded automatically. Thirteen subsystems are present. The Surgical Robot System (SRS) is capable of 
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performing basic surgical functions (e.g. cutting, dissecting, and suturing) through teleoperation. The other systems are 

capable of autonomously serving the SRS (for example the Scrub Nurse System-SNS) and recording every TP activity.  

If an error occurs, all subsystems revert automatically and manual intervention by a remote administrator is required.  

System tasks are initiated by the surgeon and interpreted by the User Interface System (UIS).(14) The surgeon has direct 

control over the SRS through voice commands and a teleoperated joystick interface. In the TP system there are two major 

cells: a control cell, where the surgery is controlled by the surgeon and monitored by the administrator, and a surgical 

cell, where the surgery is performed by the TP subsystems. The control cell includes a control station for the surgeon and 

one for the system administrator, multiple displays of video and sensory information. The surgical cell contains all the 

TP subsystems required to perform surgical procedures.(14) 

Some procedures have been tested on a phantom in a controlled environment, for example a bowel-closure or a shunt-

placement procedure with no human assistance. In this phase of experiments the goal was to demonstrate the 

practicability of performing robotic surgery remotely without medical staff in the operating theatre. The first target was 

to verify the feasibility of conducting robotic surgical procedures via teleoperating mode. The second target was to 

perform full-body CT scans in the field during the operation.  The user interface allowed the effective control of the 

system, and no intervention from the user administrator (human) was required. The interaction with the system felt 

‘natural’ to the surgeon and allowed him to concentrate on the surgical tasks. A video of the procedure was recorded 

automatically. (14) 

Beyond teleoperation, TP technology may change some aspects of practices in the operating room.  

At the time of this experiment (14) the system demonstrated that all the robots and devices are integrated through a 

software layer presenting unified information and control interface to the surgeon. Incorporating automation in the 

operating room may serve to implement and lead to:  

• Integrate all the medical devices in the operating room, enabling interaction with a single user. 

• Integrate imaging equipment and data with surgical robotic equipment to perform minimally invasive, image-guided 

procedures.  

• Archive and correlate relevant information and events occurring during a surgical procedure. 

• Perform surgical procedures in remote locations where there is no medical personnel. 

However many  issues  must be taken in account, like sterilization and cleaning of each subsystem, the fact that there is 

a number of  skills that the system must be able to perform for completing a full surgical procedure, the requirement of 

anesthesia performance skills the management of  multiple manipulators, the system robustness and so forth and so on. 

 



 

 

The Solace project (15) 

 

A space evolution of the Trauma Pod project is the SOLACE project (Space Orbiting Lifeboat and Medical Care during 

Evacuation project). This project is a high-fidelity simulation of an emergency beginning on the lunar surface. The 

medical ship in lunar orbit has the task to promptly retrieve injured astronauts from the surface and provide onboard 

medical care. The final destination for definitive cure is the Earth. This medical “life boat” is designed to provide “role 2 

and 3 care” according to military roles of assistance. The Roles are numbered 1-4 and have the following tasks: Role 1 is 

the first responder treatment to be executed on the lunar surface. Required immediately after an injury to stabilize a 

patient for transport to an appropriate facility, this type of care is provided by  trained corpsmen and medics, the 

military counterparts of paramedics. Role 2 is primary care,  trauma management and emergency medicine, and is 

provided by the emergency room. Role 3 encompasses resuscitation, wound surgery, damage control surgery and 

postoperative treatment.  Role 4 is the final treatment before an eventual return to duty status and would be provided on 

Earth once the transit is complete. In short, SOLACE in space serves as a navy hospital ship having an emergency room, 

surgical facility, and in-patient care center. The aim is to stabilize the patient for ascent and provide as much critical care 

as possible during the “golden hour” of trauma.(15) A portable diagnostic equipment is available, as well as medication 

and basic hemostatic agents. After the lunar ascent, the Trans Earth Injection begins. In transit, autonomous monitoring 

and responsive Total Parenteral Nutrition (TPN) is used to stabilize and give the appropriate fluids and nutritional 

support to the injured astronauts while he/she is returning to Earth.(15) The application of this project to NASA’s Human 

Exploration of Mars Design Reference Architecture (DRA) 5.0 could be a blueprint for future deep space missions. This 

experience on the proximity of the Moon will provide a high-fidelity simulation of a deep space mission, and the 

evaluation of performances of critical system.(15) 

SOLACE is also capable of a “plug and play” for a module compatible with NASA’s interplanetary spacecraft 

architecture.(15) A Hercules lander could be used to retrieve injured crew members and the Trans Earth Injection (TEI) 

module is resident in the Mars Transfer Vehicle design. Onboard medical equipment would be autonomous or 

teleoperated. The objective is to gradually come out from the teleoperation mode, to reach the autonomous mode as 

technology matures. SOLACE design would also incorporate a Lifting Body Reentry Vehicle to minimize g-forces on 

injured crew members during Earth atmospheric reentry. 

 

Conclusion 

Mars Missions will last approximately 3 years,(2) considering voyage and time spent on the planet, hence surgical 

emergencies or trauma are more likely to occur. A surgical dedicated robot in space is a desirable opportunity for the 
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crew and CMO, that should be provided with an image-guided autonomous system, ultrasound, magnetic resonance 

imaging or computed tomography scans. It should also be pre-programmed to perform basic surgical procedures, like 

suturing, but also other issues as real-time decision-making, anaesthesia support, vital-signs monitoring, and post-

operative care (10). Any improvement and modification promoted by “artificial intelligence” applications, as well as  

miniaturization of devices shall be desirable both for space surgery and health care. The Robots’ features shall therefore 

be increasingly adapted to the tasks they will be progressively called to perform.  

In a paper of 2019, Panesar et al (10) wrote that the next generation robots are expected to have the ability “to see”, 

“think” and “act” without manned intervention to achieve a surgical goal in a safe and effective way. The robot must 

perform 2 intrinsic functions: the first is to accomplish the preprogrammed goal of the procedure; the second is to be able 

to dynamically respond to an ever-changing surgical environment.(10) In other words, it has to go through the mapping 

of its perception to begin with and then plan efficient actions for the future. 

Machine learning (ML) , which is part of AI, is the ability of a machine to learn from prior experiences.(10) However, 

analyzing multimodal sensory information to mimic a human surgeon’s perception in real time is a much more complex 

action  than applying AI algorithms,  for example to a radiological scan for diagnostic purposes. 

Besides, a robot must be taught how to perform surgery. This is a difficult task because mimicking a human surgeon 

effectively requires not only the ability to detect and interpret all relevant sensory inputs and positional information, but 

also to have a database of explicit knowledge on how to safely proceed to achieve the surgical goal.(10) It must be 

remembered that in space, in addition to this limitation, the communication delay may render teleoperational mode 

unfeasible (16,17). The CMO or crew medics may also not have the appropriate medical training to encompass all the 

full range of potential pathologies explorers may encounter.  A fully autonomous surgical system may be a possible 

choice, if the technology is available. Otherwise, a partially autonomous approach may be used, as in the STAR trials 

(18) in which the crew has a minimal medical training  to be able to perform the initial and final phase of a surgical 

procedure, whereas the robot performs the more complex phases. However we are presently far from the creation of such 

a robot, that could be expected for the end of the 21st century according to the Authors (10). In this case AI combined 

with surgical robotics shall be capable of optimizing surgical outcomes and improve access to care.  It is already a fact, 

however, that all the improvements and new discoveries stemming from  space research, for example  the Smart Robot 

“Brain Surgeon” (19), the “ MRI and CAT scans” (19), the “Multi-layer Microcapsules Help Drug Delivery/Fight 

Tumors” (19)  and others that are commonly used in every day life, have many applications that can benefit life on 

Earth. 
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Abstract 

Introduction: Resuscitative endovascular balloon occlusion of the aorta (REBOA) is a method for 

hemorrhage control in unstable patients with severe bleeding. In unstable abdominal trauma patients, 

laparotomy remains the initial procedure of choice. Using REBOA in patients undergoing laparotomy is a 

new option whose feasibility and efficacy remains unclear. We aimed to assess the clinical outcome in 

patients with abdominal injury who underwent both REBOA placement and laparotomy. 

Methods: This is a retrospective study, including trauma patients with isolated abdominal injury who 

underwent both REBOA placement and laparotomy, during 2011-2019. All data were collected via the 

Aortic Balloon Occlusion Trauma Registry database.  

Results: One hundred and three patients were included in this study. The main mechanism of trauma was 

blunt injury (62.1%) and the median injury severity score (ISS) was 33 (14-74). The most common possible 

REBOA placement-related complication was renal failure (15.5%) and multi-organ failure occurred in 35% 

of patients. Overall, 30-day mortality was 50.5%. Post balloon inflation systolic blood pressure (SBP) >80 

mmHg was associated with a lower 24-hour mortality (p=0.007). No differences in mortality were found 

among patients who underwent partial occlusion vs. total occlusion of the aorta. 

Conclusions: Our results support the feasibility of REBOA use in patients with isolated abdominal injury, 

with acceptable survival rates. Post balloon inflation SBP >80 mmHg was associated with a significant 

reduction in 24-hour mortality rates, but not in 30-day mortality. Total aortic occlusion was not associated 

with increased mortality, multiple organ failure and complication rates compared with partial occlusion.  
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Laparoscopic hernioplasty of ventral hernias was first introduced to the surgical 

practice by K. LeBlank and W. Booth in 1993. Initially, endovideosurgical installation 

of mesh prosthesis with its intra-abdominal fixation was used only for small 

postoperative ventral hernias. Currently, laparoscopic hernioplasty is also increasingly 

used for the treatment of patients with complex postoperative hernias. Laparoscopic 

interventions help to avoid large extent of operations, which reduces the frequency of 

postoperative complications associated with an operating wound. With laparoscopic 

hernioplasty you can place a mesh prosthesis in any layer of the anterior abdominal 

wall: onlay, inlay, underlay, sublay, intraperitonal. 

The operation is performed under endotracheal anesthesia on a supine patient 

according to the method developed by us, using angular (30 or 45 degrees) 5 or 10 mm 

optics, clips and scissors. Intraoperative dissection of adhesions is performed with a 

harmonious scalpel or scissors. Pneumoperitoneum is superimposed using Hassan 

technique almost always through the hernial orifice, a feature of which is the manual 

and instrumental separation of the anterior abdominal wall tissues. After examination 

of the abdominal cavity, trocars for tools are installed under visual control at the most 

convenient for work points. The adhesive process in the area of the hernial orifice is 

eliminated, after which the contents of the hernial sac is set in the abdominal cavity.  

With a small hernial defect, you can stitch the edges of the hernial orifice by applying 

separate noose sutures to the aponeurosis using a needle for suturing trocar wounds. 

After the release of the hernia orifice, the size of the defect is measured and the area of 

the mesh prosthesis is calculated with the overlap of the hernia orifice by 3 cm. After 

that, the mesh prosthesis is stitched to the anterior abdominal wall using a needle for 

suturing trocar wounds every 3 cm along the perimeter of the mesh. When performing 

operations, we use ETICON and LINTEX prostheses. In the presence of multi-

chamber hernias, the mesh prosthesis is installed on the anterior abdominal wall with 

the capture of all defects. After a control examination, the abdominal cavity is sutured, 

as a rule, without leaving drainage. Restriction of the mesh prosthesis from internal 

organs in such operations is provided by the presence of a large omentum. As a rule, 

patients operated according to our method do not need to be prescribed antibacterial 

therapy. The average duration of hospitalization do not exceed 4 days. The method 

presented above is preferable for the elimination of median postoperative, umbilical 

and paraumbilical hernias and other localization other than inguinal. The main 

contraindication to laparoscopic hernioplasty is the intraoperatively determined 



intimate fusion of the intestinal loops with the anterior abdominal wall. In these cases, 

a convertion and a switch to a traditional open operation is needed. 

In I.I. Dzhanelidze Research Institute of Emergency Medicine from 2012 to 2018, 97 

patients were operated on for postoperative ventral, umbilical, and white line hernias 

using our method. Of 97 patients, 41 (42.3%) were men and 56 (57.7%) women. The 

average age of patients was 57.4 years. 49 (51%) patients were operated on for 

umbilical hernia, 38 (39%) patients for postoperative ventral hernia, and 10 (10%) 

patients for white line hernia. In 4 (4%) cases, simultaneous laparoscopic 

cholecystectomy and hernioplasty were performed. 

The early postoperative period in all the operated patients was without complications. 

Trocar wounds healed by primary intension. Based on clinical observations, 

postoperative complications from the anterior abdominal wall and abdominal organs 

were not detected. All operated patients had their stitches removed on day 7 with 

primary healing. We observed patients from 1 to 5 years in the long-term postoperative 

period. Data for relapse of the disease and complications were not found. 

Thus, our method of endovideosurgical treatment of ventral hernias can be used in 

clinical practice. 
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Abstract 

Introduction 

On March 9th 2020 Italian First Minister announced the lockdown, which was officially closed in May 

4th 2020. This extraordinary measure was necessary in order to contain the CoVID-19 pandemic 

spread in Italy. During this phase, patients access to Emergency Department dramatically decreased. 

Consequently, many hospitals documented a significant reduction of urgent interventions and an 

unusual delay in the presentation of non-traumatic abdominal emergencies, as reported by a survey 

from ACOI network (Italian Association of Hospital Surgeons). This behaviour could have led to 

severe consequences. However, clear data about the consequences of lockdown and diagnostic 

delay of non-traumatic abdominal emergencies are not available. Aim of this study is to provide a 

detailed description of abdominal urgent-emergent conditions surgically treated and surgical 

outcomes during the lockdown in a tertiary referral Italian hospital, compared with historical data. 

Methods 

A retrospective review of urgent-emergent patients surgically treated in our department was 

conducted in order to compare patients’ characteristics and surgical outcomes during the period 

March 9th - May 4th 2020 with the same period of the previous year. Continuous data are presented 

as mean (SD) or median (IQR) and categorical data are presented as n (%). Continuous variables are 

compared with Student’s t test, Mann-Whitney test or Kruskal-Wallis test as appropriate. 

Categorical variables are compared in contingency tables using Chi square test and Fisher exact test. 

P values less than 0.05 were considered statistically significant. 

Results  

152 patients were included in our study, 79 patients in 2020 group and 77 patients in 2019. We 

found no significant differences between the groups about ASA score, age, gender and disease 

prevalence. Significant differences were found about symptoms duration before ER access and 

abdominal pain as main symptom in non-traumatic conditions. We also performed a sub-analysis 

on peritonitis which showed significant differences in: hospital length of stay, presence of colostomy 

vs ileostomy and fatal events in 2020. No differences were found in the use of laparoscopy. Only 

one patient had a positive swab test result for CoVID-19, without symptoms of infection and without 

significant consequences on surgical outcome. 

 

Discussion 

While the overall number of ER accesses has decreased in 2020 group, the number of patients 

surgically treated in emergency-urgency conditions has not decreased. However, those patients 

waited significantly more before the hospital access. This diagnostic delay was associated to a more 



severe clinical condition and a consequent significantly worse prognosis. The surgical approach 

didn’t change about the use of minimally invasive techniques, despite the recommendations of 

some surgical societies, without consequences on intra-hospital spread of CoVID-19. 

The heterogeneity and complexity of conditions and treatments and the small sample are the main 

limits of the study. However, our results seem to confirm some previous observations about the 

severe consequences of diagnostic delay during the early phase of pandemic outbreak. Those 

findings could help health authorities to consider adequate countermeasures in order to guarantee 

the hospital access of urgent-emergent non-CoVID conditions, in critical situation such as the 

pandemic. 
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step-up approach concept: a single center experience 
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Introduction: The effectiveness of different step-up approaches is increasingly evaluated but 

results are controversial. We assessed the results of a standardized step-up approach protocol in the 

treatment of acute severe necrotizing pancreatitis, with a special focus on patient stratification to 

obtain an early identification of those deserving a more aggressive strategy. Materials and 

Methods: This is a retrospective analysis of patients with acute severe pancreatitis over a period of 

10 years. The variables taken into account were: etiology and severity of the disease, sepsis, organ 

failure, hemodynamic stability, treatment, LOS, morbidity, mortality. Since 2016, patients with 

infected necrosis underwent a standardized step-up approach: percutaneous drainage only; 

percutaneous and endoscopic procedure; surgery. The results were compared with the standard care 

delivered from 2009 to 2015. Results: among 142 patients, 51 (35.9%) were identified as affected 

by severe necrotizing disease. Overall mortality was 29.4%. The initial management was non 

operative in all patients. Mortality in the step-up group was 20% (3/15) vs 25% (9/36) in the 

standard care group. Conclusion: a standardized step-up approach protocol offers better results than 

standard care in the management of acute severe necrotizing pancreatitis. However, a better 

stratification of patients its needed to evaluate who can benefit of a more aggressive approach from 

the beginning.  
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Introduction: The occurrence of intra-abdominal abscesses is the most serious post-operative 

infective complication after appendectomy. A significant amount of research has been conducted in 

an attempt to identify those patients at greatest risk. PCT is initially described as an early, sensitive 

and specific marker for sepsis associated with bacterial infection. We hypothesize that PCT could 

serve as a predictor of the development of intraabdominal abscess and postoperative infective 

complication Material and methods: The present study is a prospective, single centre, 

observational cohort study involving patients undergoing emergency appendectomy. All patients 

admitted to the acute care surgery ward for appendicitis were screened for study eligibility. PCT 

POC samples will be obtained preoperatively (T0) and post procedure (T1) at 24 h (T2), 48 h (T3), 

and 5 days (T3) post procedure. Results: The primary objective of this study was to assess the 

diagnostic accuracy of Point-Of-Care testing for PCT in identifying post appendectomy abscess. 

The secondary objective was to determine the diagnostic accuracy in identifying any infective 

complication Conclusions: We expect the incidence of abscess and infective complication to be 

increased in the PCT elevated group compared with the control group. Previous investigations 

indicate the overall morbidity related to infective complication is approximately 1–10% of patient 

undergoing laparoscopic appendectomy. Our pilot study revealed that the incidence could be as 

high as 15% in patients with prolonged elevated PCT levels. 
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Introduction: the best and correct management of patients with open abdomen (OA) is nowadays 

still unclear. Our algorithm consists of using an intra-abdominal negative pressure wound therapy 

device plus an early medial mesh mediated fascia traction (‘‘step by step’’ procedure). The aim of 

this study was to asses outcomes of this algorithm technique based on patient conditions and open 

abdomen technique performed. Materials and Methods: we performed a retrospective analysis of 

50 patients treated with Open Abdomen technique from 01/06/2016 to the 01/06/2019. Variables 

taken into account were: initial diagnosis, open abdomen technique used, number of surgical 

interventions, abdominal wall closure technique, length of stay in the ICU, in-hospital morbidity 

and mortality rates. We collected also data on the post-operative development of incisional hernias 

and entero-atmospheric fistula. Results: 4/50 of open abdomen were done after trauma. In the 

remaining cases Open Abdomen was done for non-traumatic disease. 36 patients have been treated 

following our algorithm (with negative pressure wound therapy Abthera device and step by step 

approach with medial mesh mediated fascia traction). In this group fascial retraction was significant 

lower and definitive direct abdominal wall closure rate was statistically higher. Conclusion: An 

early fascia traction mediated with a mesh lead to an earlier fascia closure with a lower need of 

mesh positioning for definitive closure; the rate of post incisional hernia is similar among the two 

groups 
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Background. In emergency surgery the decision about performing an ostomy is still a matter of 
debate because of the lack of definitive and specific guidelines. 
Even though many scores have been proposed to predict the mortality and morbidity and leakage 
rate each one has shown some lack, seeming too strictly referred to a specific anatomical district or 
too cumbersome to calculate or even needing variables that cannot be estimated until the post-
operative phase. 
Moreover most of these scores still need to be validated by RCT and Meta-Analysis 
In these study we aim to select only pre- and intra- operative variables to predict the rate of 
complication,  quantified on a modified Clavien-Dindo scale, thus giving to the surgeon an useful 
tool to plan the best surgical strategy for each patient. 
Materials and Methods. A retrospective analysis of our database of collected data, including all the 
patients underwent emergency colorectal resections in our institution between 2014 and 2018 
included was done to select the variables. 
Later the variables were  stratified according to the presence or not of an ostomy and a statistical 
analysis was performed, using the Student exact test and Fisher’s Chi-squared test, to check for a 
significant association with the outcome. 
The outcome was measured on a Clavien-Dindo scale transformed in a binomial variable resulting 
in Good Outcome from o to IIIa degree and  Bad Outcome from IIIb to V degree to reflect the 
clinical significance in relation to the high rate of complication concerning emergency surgery. 
Results: The following variables have been statistically significative predictors (p value < 0.05) of 
the need to fashioning an ostomy: age, Red Cells number, haemoglobin, White Cells Count, C 
Reactive Protein, Lactates, Creatinine, ASA score, Cardio-Vascular Diseases, COPD, Systemic 
Hypertension, Cancer other than affected site. 
More specifically for continuous variables, values higher then the estimated mean showed a 
correlation with a worser outcome in ostomy patient 
Some of the variables showed a strong significance even with α=0,01 such as: Hypertension, Age, 
CRP, Red Cells Number, Lactates, Creatinine, ASA score reflecting their strong statistical 
significance in relationship with the possibility to create a predictive score.  
Conclusions. Our results show the futility of the “a priori” ostomy creation in emergency surgery, 
studies with a stronger evidence value are needed to validate their usefulness and the creation of 
a score based on them. This late one may help surgeons to better allocate the patients which 
stands in the grey area of uncertainty at the moment of performing an ostomy or not. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Complex limb injuries represent a hard-therapeutic challenge, which requires timely intervention 
and a multidisciplinary approach, based on the cooperation of several experts, the adoption of 
Damage Control protocols and the use of advanced dressings. Limb trauma generally is not an 
isolated clinical condition but much more frequently occurs together with other osteo-muscle-
tendon lesions, vascular lesions and organ lesions, giving rise to a medical condition known as 
"Trauma Disease".  We highlight the importance of a multidisciplinary approach in the management 
of complex limb injuries in emergency setting.  

We aim to evaluate the role of Damage Control protocols combined with use of advanced dressings 
to promote the “restitutio ad integrum” of the loss of substance, limb salvage and functional 
recovery. The cost benefit ratio is evaluated in terms of hospitalization, number of interventions 
and rehabilitation. 

METHODS 

We enrolled 124,435 patients arrived in the emergency department with trauma or burns injuries. 
The patient's personal data, trauma history and lesion’s characteristics were collected. Finally, 97 
patients with major trauma and involvement of one or more body districts were selected for the 
study. All the patients showed type II and III limb injuries according to Gustilo-Anderson 
classification and an ISS (Injury Severity Score) greater than 30. All the patients underwent to a limb 
salvage protocol. 

RESULTS 

We performed an early or late amputation on 26 patients while 71 patients maintained the 
anatomical integrity of the limb. The patients analysed showing soft tissue injuries with substance 
loss were treated with advanced negative pressure dressings. On 45 cases we applied platelet gel 
binding. In all cases, we observed a rapid reduction of the area of exposure with the possibility of 
performing skin grafts on granulation tissue as further treatment. 

CONCLUSION 

In our opinion, the best therapeutic strategy in the traumatized patient is to wash, debride and 
bandage the wound to avoid septic complications and initially proceed with the temporary 
stabilization of the fracture using an external fixator. Later the patient undergoes to a definitive 
treatment and management of the injury with Negative Pressure Wound Therapy drainage system 
and platelet gel. First aid’s speed and accuracy, the Damage Control protocols, the latest surgical, 



medical and interventional radiology techniques have drastically reduced the risk of amputation, 
representing a major medical and social turning point. 
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Abstract 
Introduction. The surgical management of perforated sigmoid diverticulitis and generalised peritonitis is 
challenging. We aim to evaluate the safety and efficacy of primary anastomosis reducing end stoma rate, to 
identify the appropriate surgical timing in the emergency setting and to explore possible future prospects 
for the treatment of Hinchey III and IV acute diverticulitis. 
Methods. Pertinent data of all patients who underwent Hartmann or primary resection anastomosis for 
Hinchey III and IV diverticulitis performed between January 2014 and April 2019 were entered in a 
prospectively maintained database. 
Results. A total of 36 patients underwent hartmann (n = 17) or primary anastomosis (n = 19) resection 
within the study period. Patient characteristics were equivalent between groups. The primary anastomosis 
group showed a reduction in reoperation rate for postoperative complications (5.3%, 1/19 vs. 23.55%, 
4/17; p = 0.335) compared with the hartmann group. There were no other differences in perioperative 
outcomes. Mortality was 10.5% (2/19) versus 29.4% (5/17) for the primary anastomosis versus Hartmann 
resection groups (p = 0.256). Among patients, there was a statistically significant increase in reversal rate 
for the primary anastomosis group (42.1% vs. 0%; p = 0.002). 
Conclusions. Primary resection anastomosis and protective ileostomy approaches for the treatment of 
Hinchey III and IV acute diverticulitis were safe and feasible and resulted in satisfactory perioperative 
outcomes, postoperative complications and reversal rate. We have no yet significant data on timing of 
surgery to improve outcomes and we may need a challenging further prospective enrollment of patients. 

Keywords: Acute diverticulitis, Hinchey III and IV, generalized peritonitis, primary anastomosis, hartmann 
procedure, emergency surgery 
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Abstract

Objective: To compare indocyanine green dye fluorescence cholangiography (ICG-FC) with

intraoperative cholangiography (IOC) in minimal access cholecystectomy for visualization of the

extrahepatic biliary tree.

Background: Although studies have shown that ICG-FC is safe, feasible, and comparable to

IOC to visualize the extrahepatic biliary tree, there is no comparative review.

Methods: We searched The Embase, PubMed, Cochrane Library, and Web of Science databases

up to 8 April 2020 for all studies comparing ICG-FC with IOC in patients undergoing minimal

access cholecystectomy. The primary outcomes were percentage visualization of the cystic duct

(CD), common bile duct (CBD), CD-CBD junction, and the common hepatic duct (CHD). We

used RevMan v5.3 software to analyze the data.

Results: Seven studies including 481 patients were included. Five studies, comprising 275

patients reported higher CD (RR = 0.90, p = 0.12, 95% CI 0.79-1.03, I 2 = 74%) and CBD

visualisation rates (RR = 0.82, p = 0.09, 95% CI 0.65-1.03, I 2 = 87%) by ICG-FC. Four studies,

comprising 223 patients reported higher CD-CBD junction visualisation rates using ICG-FC

compared to IOC (RR = 0.68, p = 0.06, 95% CI = 0.45-1.02, I 2 = 94%). Four studies, comprising

210 patients reported higher CHD visualisation rates using ICG-FC compared to IOC (RR =

0.58, p = 0.03, 95% CI 0.35-0.93, I2 = 91%).

Conclusion: ICG-FC is safe, and it provides better visualization of the extrahepatic biliary tree.

IOC has a technical failure rate but provides good quality images. Both modalities have their

place in minimal access cholecystectomy.

Keywords: bile duct injury, cholangiography, cholecystectomy, indocyanine green dye
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Abstract

Background

Laparoscopic subtotal cholecystectomy (LSC) is a safe bailout procedure in situations

when dissection of "critical view of safety" is not possible. After the proposed classification of

subtotal cholecystectomy into "fenestrating" and "reconstituting" techniques in 2016, a

comparative review of the outcomes of both methods is timely.

Methods

A literature search of the PubMed, Cochrane Library and Web of Science database was

conducted up to 31st January 2020 for studies that reported LSC. Studies reporting LSC only in

patients with Mirizzi syndrome or xanthogranulomatous cholecystitis were excluded. Our

analysis includes 39 studies with 1,784 cases of LSC. We report a comparison of outcomes

between reconstituting and fenestrating LSC on 1,505 cases (935 reconstituting (62.1%) and 570

fenestrating (37.9%)).

Results

Following LSC, the rate of open conversion is 7.7%, hemorrhage is 0.4%, bile duct injury

is 0.3%, bile leak is 15.4%, retained stone is 4.6%, subhepatic or subphrenic collection is 2.9%,

superficial surgical site infection is 2.0% and 30-day mortality is 0.2%. 8.8% of patients required

postoperative endoscopic retrograde cholangiopancreatography (ERCP), 1.1% required



percutaneous intervention, and 2.2% required reoperation. Compared to reconstituting LSC,

fenestrating LSC has a higher incidence of open conversion (n=58, 10.2% vs. n=43, 4.6%, p <

0.001), retained stones (n=38, 6.7% vs. n=38, 4.1%, p = 0.0253), subhepatic or subphrenic

collections (n=33, 5.8% vs. n=13, 1.4%, p < 0.001), superficial surgical site infections (n=18,

3.2% vs. n=14, 1.5%, p = 0.0303), postoperative ERCP (n=82, 14.4% vs. n=62, 6.6%, p < 0.001)

and need for reoperation (n=20, 3.5% vs. n=12, 1.3%, p < 0.001).

Conclusions

Although reconstituting LSC has better outcomes, both techniques are complementary.

Intraoperative findings and surgical expertise impact the choice.
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Abstract

Introduction
The goals of management of bleeding peptic ulcer disease (BPUD) are early diagnosis, prompt
resuscitation and urgent endoscopy to stop bleeding.  Last few decades have witnessed a
diminishing role of surgery in the management of BPUD. When non-operative strategies such as
endoscopy and angioembolization fail to achieve hemostasis, surgery is used as the last resort.

Method
This is a retrospective study of 70 patients with BPUD who underwent emergency surgery from
January 2002 to December 2014.  Demographic profile, clinical parameters and perioperative
outcomes were studied. Baseline data of survivors was compared with non survivors. Outcome
of patients with > 2 endoscopic attempts was compared with ≤ 2 endoscopic attempt patients.

Results
Mean age of the patients was 68.5 years (range 38 – 93) and majority were male (85.7%).  39
patients (55.7%) had duodenal ulcers (DU). Among patients with gastric ulcers (GU) the most
common location was incisura (n=16, 51.6%).  Most patients had 2 endoscopic procedures
before surgery was undertaken. The most frequent operations performed was under running of
duodenal ulcer (n=40, 57.1%). 59 patients (84.3%) developed complications and 30-day
mortality was 15.7%. There was no difference in demographic and clinical profile of survivors
compared to non-survivors. Patients who received > 2 endoscopies had lower hemoglobin
(p=0.01) compared to patients with ≤ 2 endoscopies but there was no difference in 30-day
mortality (p=0.68).

Conclusion
Exhaustive non-operative strategy and reserving surgery as salvage in refractory BPUD gives
acceptable outcomes.
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Introduction: Robotic colorectal surgery is rapidly evolving as it addresses many of the 
technical and the ergonomic limitations of laparoscopic surgery. The precision of robotic 
surgery results in smaller incisions, shortened hospital stay, less postoperative pain, and a 
much quicker return to normal, thus significantly improving patient experience. However, 
the application of robotic surgery in the emergency setting remains very limited due to the 
logistical and organisational challenges, and reluctance in adoption by the clinical teams. 
The aim of this case series study was to report the outcomes and early experience of 
emergency robotic colorectal surgery at our institution. 

Method: All consecutive patients having emergency robotic colorectal surgery at our 
institution over a 12-month period (October 2019 to September 2020) were recruited in this 
study. Data were collected from the electronic patient records.  

Results: Five patients (3 female) were included in the case series with a median age of 68.8 
years (36-83). Median BMI was 27 (range 19-41). All patients were admitted to the 
emergency surgical unit with an acute presentation. Three patients underwent robotic right 
hemicolectomy, with complete mesocolic excision for obstructing right sided colon cancers. 
One patient had robotic anterior resection of a colo-vesical fistula secondary to diverticular 
disease with a pelvic abscess, and the other had robotic subtotal colectomy for acute toxic 
colitis following failure of medical therapy. All cancer patients had R0 resection. Median 
lymph node count was 48, and the median operating time was 212 min (range 120-350 min) 
There were no grade III/IV complications postoperatively and no 90-day mortality. One 
patient developed surgical site infection, treated with antibiotics.  

Conclusion:  This case series highlighted that robotic colorectal surgery could achieve 
favourable outcome for patients with an emergency admission, with acceptable operating 
times. Well led clinical teams with appropriate training can offer the benefits of robotic 
surgery to this challenging group of patients.   
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Background 
Acute biliary disease presents a significant burden for acute surgical on call services 
(McIntyre, Johnston et al. 2020). Attention to the presence of right upper quadrant 
(RUQ) pain, jaundice, fever, and rigours, as well as derangement of inflammatory 
markers, liver function tests and ultrasound findings will reveal where a patient falls 
on the spectrum of biliary disease. Synthesis of these signs, symptoms and 
investigations into an accurate clinical diagnosis determines further work up and 
treatment. Suboptimal management of biliary disease due to diagnostic inaccuracies, 
delays in imaging and access to definitive treatment can result in substantial rates of 
morbidity and readmission (CholeS Study Group 2016). A clinical pathway for Right 
Upper Quadrant pain was designed as a diagnostic aid and guide for further 
management, with an emphasis on the role of index cholecystectomy, which has 
been widely established as the gold standard for management of benign biliary 
disease in patients fit for surgery (Ambe, Jansen et al. 2016). This pathway aims to 
improve accuracy of clinical diagnosis, reduce representation to the emergency 
department, and increase rates of index cholecystectomy, with intraoperative 
cholangiogram where appropriate.   
 
Methods  
A multidisciplinary team consisting of emergency department staff, surgical 
consultants and trainees, research fellows, and nursing staff designed a local clinical 
pathway for patients presenting with undifferentiated right upper quadrant pain. Local 
availability of resources including MRCP, ERCP and theatre access was accounted 
for in its design. Key performance indicators (KPIs) including pathway compliance, 
time to ultrasound, MRCP, ERCP and surgery, length of stay, and readmission rates 
were established for assessing implementation and clinical impact of the pathway.  
 

 

 



Results 



 



Conclusion 

A concise pathway describing the flow of patients from presentation to definitive 
management was designed based on local service availability. It provides a guide for 
general practitioners, emergency department staff, and junior and senior surgical 
staff as to the initial management, work up, accurate clinical diagnosis and definitive 
treatment of biliary disease. Long term assessment of KPIs will determine its impact 
on local practice and quality of care.   

Word count - 320 
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A Raised Serum Lactate Level Is An Independent Predictor Of In-Hospital           
Mortality In Patients With Isolated Cerebral Gunshot Wounds  
 
OBJECTIVE: To establish the statistical relationship between a serum lactate level and            
mortality in patients with cerebral gunshot wounds (CGSWs). CGSWs represent a highly            
lethal form of traumatic brain injury, and triaging these patients is difficult. The prognostic              
significance of the serum lactate level in the setting of CGSWs is largely unknown.  
 
METHODS: A retrospective review of the regional trauma registry was undertaken at the             
Pietermaritzburg Metropolitan Trauma Service, South Africa, over a 5-year period from 1            
January 2010 to 31 December 2014. All patients with an isolated CGSW were included.  
 
RESULTS: A total of 102 patients with isolated CGSWs were identified. Of these, 92.2%              
(94/102) were male. The mean age (standard deviation) was 29 (8) years, and the in-hospital               
mortality rate was 21.6% (22/102). The mean serum lactate level was significantly higher             
among non-survivors than among survivors (6.1 mmol/L v. 1.3 mmol/L; p<0.001). Lactate            
levels among non-survivors were <2 mmol/L in 4.5%, 2 - 3.99 mmol/L in 9.1%, 4 - 5.99                 
mmol/L in 36.4% and ≥6 mmol/L in 50.0%. The odds ratio for mortality with a lactate level                 
of 4 - 5.99 mmol/L was 67 (95% confidence interval (CI) 1.7 - 2 674.2), while for a lactate                   
level of ≥6 mmol/L it was 1 787 (95% CI 9.0 - 354 116.1). The serum lactate level accurately                   
predicted mortality even after adjustment for other variables. Based on a receiver operating             
curve analysis, an optimal cut-off of 3.3 mmol/L for serum lactate as a predictor for mortality                
was identified (area under the curve = 0.957).  
 
CONCLUSION: CGSWs are associated with significant mortality, and a raised serum           
lactate level appears to be an independent predictor of in-hospital mortality. It is a potentially               
useful adjunct in the resuscitation room for identifying patients with a very poor prognosis. 
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Routine Cervical Spine Immobilisation Is Unnecessary In Patients With         
Isolated Cerebral Gunshot Wounds: A South African Experience  

 

OBJECTIVE: To establish if routine immobilisation of the cervical spine is necessary in             
patients with isolated cerebral gunshot wounds. Routine immobilisation of the cervical spine            
in trauma has been a long established practice. In the context of TBI, rigid collar impairs                
jugular venous return and can exacerbate raised intracranial pressure (ICP). In addition, it can              
create difficulties in endotracheal intubation, which further increases the risk of hypoxia, all             
of which are detrimental to the already injured brain. The aim of this study was to review our                  
own experience of patients with a form of penetrating TBI namely isolated cerebral GSWs in               
order to determine the incidence of concomitant CSI.  

METHODS: A retrospective study over a five-year period (January 2010 to December 2014)             
was undertaken at the Pietermaritzburg Metropolitan Trauma Service (PMTS),         
Pietermaritzburg, South Africa. Results:  

RESULTS: During the five-year study period, 102 patients were included. Twenty-seven           
(26%) patients had cervical collar placed by the EMS. The remaining 75 patients had their               
cervical collar placed in the resuscitation room. Fifty-five (54%) had a GCS 15 and              
underwent plain radiography, all of which were normal. Clearance of cervical spine based on              
normal radiography combined with clinical findings was achieved in all 55 (100%) patients.             
The remaining 47 patients whose GCS was < 15 all underwent a CT scan of the cervical                 
spine on the same occasion as the CT brain. All 47 CT cervical spine were normal and there                  
was no detectable bone or soft tissue injury noted on any of the reports.  

CONCLUSION: Patients who sustained isolated cerebral gunshot wounds were highly          
unlikely to sustain concomitant CSI. Routine cervical spine immobilisation is unnecessary.           
98% of injuries in this series were low velocity, and so more research is needed if the same                  
practice can be applied to high velocity injuries.  

----------------------- 
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The spectrum of animal related injuries managed at a major trauma centre            
in South Africa 
 
OBJECTIVE: Our objective was to increase our understanding of the nature and outcome of              
these injuries, to use this information to refine our current management algorithms and             
strategies. Humans come into contact and interact with an array of animals in a number of                
different environments. Despite the frequency of human and animal interactions, the           
literature on the topic is limited.  
 
METHODS: All patients who sustained an injury secondary to an interaction with an             
animal in the period December 2012–December 2017 were identified from the Hybrid            
Electronic Medical Registry (HEMR).  
 
RESULTS: There were 104 patients in the study sample. The mean age of patients in the                
study was 32.8 years, with a range from 1 to 76 years old. 75% (n = 78) were male and 25%                     
(n = 26) female. Out of the 104 animal-related injuries, 67 were blunt trauma, 39 penetrating                
trauma and 3 a combination of blunt and penetrating trauma. The species causing             
trauma included dogs (53), horses (29), cows (18), buffalo (1), warthog (1), impala (1) and a                
single goat (1). The median time from injury to hospitalisation was 46.62 hours (range from 0                
to 504 hours). Injuries occurred to the head (n = 32), face (n = 9), neck (n = 32), abdomen (n                     
= 22), urogenital system (n = 6), upper limb (n = 39) and lower limb (n = 39). The Injury                    
Severity Score (ISS) mean for the patients was 8.16, the range 1–4, the median 9 and the                 
standard deviation 6.88. In 49 patients the treatment was non-operative. In the remaining             
55 patients, a total of 68 operative procedures were required. Operations included wound             
debridement/surgical washout (n = 38), laparotomy (n = 9), arterial repair/ligation (n = 8),              
skin graft (n = 4), craniotomy (n = 5), fasciotomy (n = 2), amputation (n = 1), and placement                   
of an ICP monitor (n = 1). 49 of these operations were for patients with dog bite injuries. The                   
mean hospital stay was 0.13 days with a range of 0–4 days. Four patients were admitted to                 
the Intensive Care Unit (ICU) and two patients died. 
 
CONCLUSION: Human interactions with animals may result in injuries which require           
surgical treatment. The most common animal injury is a dog bite but in the case of the larger                  
domestic farm animals, blunt force type injuries and goring can result in significant injuries              
which require complex surgical interventions.  
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The Spectrum Of Self Inflicted Injuries Managed At A Major Trauma           
Centre In South Africa  
 
OBJECTIVE: To assess the spectrum of self harm injuries managed at our institution.             
Self-harm behaviour is a major public health problem that is commonly underreported. This             
study reviews the spectrum of these self inflicted injuries managed by a major trauma centre               
in South Africa.  
 
METHODS: A retrospective review of the regional trauma registry was undertaken over a             
five-year period from December 2012 to December 2017 at the Pietermaritzburg           
Metropolitan Trauma Service (PMTS) in South Africa. All patients who were admitted after             
they had sustained an injury as a result of self-harm were included.  
 
RESULTS: During the five-year study period, a total of 179 patients were included. The              
mean age was 29 years (SD12) and there were 139 (77%) males and 40 (23%) females. Of                 
these, 16 had a previously established psychiatric diagnosis and two had a prior history of               
having sustained self-harm. The previously diagnosed psychiatric illnesses included mood          
dysphoria disorders (5), schizophrenia (3), substance abuse and dependency (1), anti-social           
personality disorder (1) and unspecified (6). The mechanism was penetrating trauma in 47             
(26%). The penetrating mechanisms included stab wounds (SW) in 33, gunshot wounds            
(GSW) in 10, broken glass in 2 and a single impalement. Blunt mechanisms accounted for the                
remaining 131 (73%) injuries. The most common mechanism of blunt self-harm was hanging             
in 101 patients. This was followed by vehicular related trauma (8), jumping in front of a train                 
(1) and jumping from a height (1). In 17 patients the exact mechanism of the blunt trauma                 
was unclear. There was no statistical difference in the mechanism of injury between male and               
female patients. There were 38 (28%) men and 9 (23%) women who sustained a penetrating               
injury and there were 100 (72%) male and 31 (78%) female patients who had a blunt                
mechanism of injury. A total of 53 CT scans were obtained, 40 chest X-rays, 9 abdominal                
X-rays and 2 ultrasounds. There were 113 neck injuries, 68 head injuries, 24 abdominal              
injuries, 15 upper limb and 15 lower limb injuries and four facial injuries. A total of 32                 
operations were performed. These included laparotomy (14), neck exploration (5),          
tracheostomy (4). A total of 22 patients developed a complication  
 
CONCLUSION: Self-inflicted injury is not uncommon and frequently requires investigation          
and or surgical treatment. Patients who sustain such an injury constitute a distinct vulnerable              
group who are under researched. Future research on this vulnerable patient group is needed. 
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Background 

Acute diverticulitis is a common emergency presentation to general surgical departments 

globally. The average age of the population in developed nations is rising, meaning 

departments are managing more of these cases, and will continue to do so.1,2 Taken together 

with the increasing patient complexity and co-morbidities, general surgeons and physicians 

are faced with new challenges in the management of diverticulitis. There is a growing body 

of evidence supporting the safety and efficacy of ambulation in cases of uncomplicated 

diverticulitis,3 reserving admission for those patients with complications, significant co-

morbidities or intractable symptoms.   

 

Objectives 

To audit the management (ambulation versus admission) of cases of acute diverticulitis 

presenting to a London district general hospital, using evidence from the literature and 

national guidance.4 

 

Methods 

Data on the number of cases and management of acute diverticulitis presenting to the general 

surgical department at the Whittington Hospital (London, Whittington Health NHS Trust) 

were collected over a period of 77 days. The data were collated and presented at two local 

departmental meetings, and a flow-chart was distributed to all junior doctors and consultants. 

Data were recollected over a proceeding 77 days, and were re-presented at a local audit 

meeting.  

Criteria for ‘appropriate admission’ were in line with guidance from the ‘National Institute 

for Health and Care Excellence’:  inflammatory markers outside of normal limits; peritonitis 

(generalised perforation); bleeding requiring transfusion; abscess; immunocompromise 

(including diabetes mellitus, chronic kidney disease, cirrhosis, or medication); inability to 

manage oral antibiotics; frailty; and unmanageable pain.  

 



Results 

Thirty-two patients presented with acute diverticulitis pre-intervention, compared to 21 post-

intervention. The admission rate was 78% pre- and 52% post-intervention. Of these 

admissions, 52% were deemed ‘inappropriate’ pre- versus 27.3% post-intervention. The most 

common reasons given for admission in those ‘inappropriately admitted’ were localised 

perforation, or per-rectum bleeding that did not require transfusion. However, the majority 

did not specify a clear reason. The re-admission rate (within 30 days of discharge) was 3% 

pre- versus 0% post-intervention. The median number of days spent in hospital for 

‘inappropriate admissions’ was 1 pre- (range 1 to 5) versus 2 (range 2) post-intervention. This 

amounted to 26 fewer ‘inappropriate’ patient-days spent in hospital after intervention.  

 

Conclusions 

Safe ambulation of patients presenting with acute uncomplicated diverticulitis can improve 

departmental efficacy, patient flow and ultimately reduce bed pressures and expenditure 

associated with hospital admission. Our audit, although limited by its sample size and lack of 

follow-up, shows that a simple algorithm, when combined with clinical acumen, can lead to 

safe ambulation of patients with uncomplicated diverticulitis, and no increase in associated 

readmissions, morbidity or mortality. 
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Introduction : Indocyanine green (ICG) fluorescence shows a promising utility during 

laparoscopic cholecystectomy(LC) in delineating biliary anatomy, however it remains to be 

conclusively established whether similar benefit can be extended to acute cholecystitis (AC) 
cases as one of the limitations of this technique is decreased visualisation in inflammation of the 

gallbladder as the thicker tissues covering the structures require a higher penetration depth of the 

signali.  

 

Aim : This study aims to evaluate the visualisation of biliary anatomy using ICG fluorescence in 

LC performed in AC. Majority of the studies currently available excluded patients with acute 
inflammation where this intervention would be highly beneficial.  

 

Methods : Systematic review was conducted on Pubmed, EMBASE, Web of Science, and 

Cochrane Library from 2008 until December 2019 using relevant search terms. This protocol has 

been registered with International Prospective Register of Systematic Reviews (PROSPERO)  
PROSPERO ID : 2020 CRD42020161548. 

 

Results : A total of 12 studies of ICG cholangiography performed in LC were included in the 

narrative review, while 10 studies were included for the meta-analysis. Overall, 160 cases were 

performed for AC , biliary anatomy was visualised in 151 cases. The pooled proportion of biliary 

anatomy visualisation was 97.55% (95% CI: 90.83-100%; p = 0.04; I2 = 48%). No bile duct 
injury was reported, conversion occurred in four cases in a single study. Only one study reported 

a complication of post-operative hepatic abscess. No adverse reaction from administration of ICG 

dye was reported. Dosing and timing of ICG administration vary greatly between studies.  

Conclusion : Despite a small number of cases and a lack of high-quality evidence addressing this 

topic, studies using ICG fluorescence in AC reports a high biliary anatomy visualisation. This 

technique’s role in difficult cases and surgical education should be further explored. 
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A 36-year-old male presented with a 2-day history of generalised abdominal pain, vomiting and fever. 
Past medical history included type 2 diabetes mellitus and a previous appendicectomy performed 
eight years prior to this presentation. The operation was noted to be a complicated procedure 
requiring laparoscopic conversion to open surgery, with difficult mobilisation of the appendix. 
Examination of the patient revealed mild generalised tenderness with non-specific discomfort. Vital 
sign observations remained stable and biochemistry revealed raised inflammatory markers. The 
patient underwent a non-contrast CT abdomen and pelvis (figure 1) which reported a very short, 
thickened, inflamed appendix, representative of stump appendicitis. A solitary 2mm intraluminal 
calcific focus was visualised representing an appendicolith.  
Stump appendicitis occurs following infection or inflammation of residual appendix tissue following 
an incomplete appendicectomy. It is a rare post-operative complication of appendicectomy; with a 
reported incidence of 1 in 50,000.[1] It may have a delayed presentation with non-specific clinical signs 
as demonstrated in the presented case. Reported patients have presented with stump appendicitis 
between 2 weeks and 50 years following appendectomy, and it has been found to have a higher 
association with open appendectomy in comparison to laparoscopic surgery.[1,2] 

It is important to increase awareness of stump appendicitis, due to the severe complication of stump 
perforation.[3] It should be considered as a differential in patients presenting with symptoms alike 
acute appendicitis, despite a past history of an appendicectomy.[1-3] 
The treatment of choice is surgical, however, the presented patient was managed conservatively with 
successful resolution of symptoms and inflammatory markers.  
 
Learning points 
- Stump appendicitis should be considered as a differential in patients with a history of an 

appendicectomy. 
- CT scanning is an effective imaging modality to ascertain the diagnosis. 
- Conservative management can be successful in non-complicated cases.  
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Figure 1: CT scan abdomen pelvis showed inflammation of appendicular stump. 
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Title: Prevention of injury to aberrant right hepatic artery during emergency laparoscopic 

cholecystectomy 
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Abstract: The anatomical variations of the cystic and the hepatic arteries lead to intraoperative 

challenges while performing emergency laparoscopic cholecystectomies. Without careful dissection 

and anticipation of these potential variations, major intraoperative complications such as massive 

arterial bleeding or hepatic ischemia may occur. Our aim is to present two clinical cases and to discuss 

in detail the dissection plan and a systematic approach leading to early recognition of the aberrant 

right hepatic artery.  



Case history: The case refers to a 29-year-old man, driver with seatbelt on, who was involved in 

a car crash with frontal collision and death of the other driver at the scene.  

Clinical findings: On admission to the Emergency Department (ED) he was hemodynamically 
stable, with Glasgow Coma Scale 14. Abdominal examination revealed general tenderness and 
guarding. He had a deformity over the left lower limb and no signs of neurologic deficits.  

Investigation/Results: Initial laboratory findings revealed a severe rhabdomyolysis and metabolic 
acidosis with pH 7.16 and lactate level 5.9mmol/L. Body CT scan showed bilateral pulmonary 
contusion, a diaphragmatic rupture with herniation of the stomach, transverse and descending 
colon, spleen and tail of the pancreas and a moderate hemoperitoneum.  

Diagnosis/Therapy and Progressions: The patient was submitted to an exploratory laparotomy 
with evidence of a 7cm left diaphragmatic laceration which was corrected with primary closure. A 
chest tube drainage was put. Resection and primary anastomosis of a portion of small bowel 
containing two perforations was performed. A ‘degloving’ injury of 6cm of the sigmoid colon was 

treated with a diverting loop colostomy above the lesion. A decision was made to close the abdominal 
wall. The patient was transferred to the ICU and had his left femur fracture fixed after clinical 
stabilization. His ongoing recovery was uneventful. He was discharged on the 11th postoperative 
day and was readmitted 4 months later for stoma closure. 

Comments: Blunt colonic trauma and diaphragmatic injuries are rare, representing less than 5% 
of all traumatic injuries.The overall mortality associated with the diaphragmatic injury alone is 25%. 
A systematic approach to the trauma patient facilitates an early recognition of severe injuries which 
makes a successful treatment outside a trauma specialized center possible. 
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Abstract: Acute mesenteric ischemia (AMI) represents a group of diseases that lead to an abrupt 

interruption of blood flow to the small intestine, resulting in intestinal necrosis. Its first 

symptoms are vague, and in the majority of cases, nonspecific; therefore, diagnostic suspicion 

is of utmost importance to establish the correct diagnostic and prompt treatment. It is a complex 

and difficult event that requires a multidisciplinary approach involving the assistance and 

expertise of medical professionals with different specialties such as gastrointestinal and vascular 

surgeons, interventional radiologists, and the acute care unit team. The fundamental aspect is 

the precocity of diagnostics based on abdominal computed tomography angiography (ACTA) and 

the immediate reestablishment of blood supply to the affected areas. In this report, we 

described a patient with mesenteric venous thrombosis (MVT), who underwent a percutaneous 

endovascular treatment (portal-mesenteric mechanical thrombectomy, besides an intravenous 

thrombolytic infusion), due to poor clinical response after an anticoagulation approach that 

required mechanical ventilation. 
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Abstract title  
Closure of the diaphragmatic defect with non-absorbable suture and protective 
omentoplasty in the treatment of a strangulated paraesophageal hiatal hernia in a 
very old patient 

 
Abstract text (incl. references)  

Case history: 

83 yo male patient with cardiac insufficiency and PEH, under apixaban, admitted in 
the emergency room 

Clinical findings: 

Epigastric pain and vomiting for 2 days. No other abdominal pain. 

Investigation/Results: 

Thoraco-abdominal X-ray and CT showing right sided PEH with gastric fundus and 
gastric antrum. Dilated intra-abdominal gastric body, filled with stasis content. 
Serum lactate 3,91 

Diagnosis: 

Right sided strangulated PEH 

Therapy and Progressions: 

Emergent laparotomy. PEH reduced, ischemic stomach recovering viability. 
Accidental laceration of the small gastric curvature, immediately repaired with 
simple suture. Simple closure of diaphragmatic defect with non-absorbable suture 
and protective omentoplasty. Postoperative course uneventful, patient discharged 
on 7th pod. 

Comments: 

PEH are mediastinal displacements of abdominal organs, most often the stomach, 
associated with laxity or a hole in the phrenoesophageal membrane, large enough 
to allow the gastric fundus to herniate. Because the stomach is attached to the 
gastroesophageal junction, it tends to rotate around its axis leading to organoaxial 
volvulus. Occurrence and size increases with age. PEH account for 5–15% of all 
diaphragmatic hernias. In patients without prohibitive operative risk, they should be 
surgically corrected, avoiding the risk of acute and potentially life-threatening 
complications when emergent surgical repair is required. The risk of developing 
these complications is less than 2% / yr and associated mortality rate is 
approximately 5%. 
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Introduction: Fournier Gangrene is a life- threatening condition which requires aggressive and multimodular treatment. 
It’s mostly encountered in men. 
Material and method: We present the case of a diabetic 89-y female patient with rapid onset of sepsis. 
Results:  The patient had a history of diabetes, atrial fibrillation, previous surgical history of histerectomy and bilateral 
ovariectomy due to endometrial adenocarcinoma some years before. Her oncological data was not complete due to lack 
of previous documentation. Her condition deteriorated rapidly 3 days prior to presentation in the ED(emergency 
Department). The physical exam showed non tender abdomen, with important inflammation of the pelvic region. The 
exams showed increased inflammation markers ( WBC= 14400, PCR= 39.64, PCT= 3.64). The abdominal CT-scan 
without ev injection of iodine contrast showed retroperitoneal perforation from  lumbar region to pelvic area. The patient 
underwent emergency surgery. It was performed a colostomy, incisions of the pelvic region. Her condition allowed the 
discharged from the acute surgery department after 23 days in a long-time care ward. The patient’s health worsened  
and she died 40 days after the initial presentation. 
Discussion: The Fournier gangrene is a condition predominantly in male patients. In this case the patient was an elderly 
woman, diabetic and obese with previous oncological history. Late presentation worsened the survival rate. The early,  
aggressive, intensive treatment was important in decreasing the chances of mortality in the early stage, but the previous 
conditions were important and influenced heavily the prognosis. 
Conclusion: the Fournier Gangrene will remain an important, life-threatening condition and its presentation could never 
be excluded in presence if congestion of pelvic area. 
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Introduction: Right upper quadrant pain is a symptom often associated to acute cholecistitis or cholelitiasis. An acurate 
patient history put the physician in condition for a adequate treatment. 
Material and method: We present the case of a 22-y male patient with a sudden case of pneumomediastinum with onset 
of bilateral upper abdominal pain. 
Results: In the 17th post-discharge day after a routine cholecistectomy the patient was admitted to the emergency 
department (ED) with severe retrosternal pirosis. He referred many episodes of vomiting during the previous day. His 
medical history showed previous admitions to the ED with pain in the right upper quadrant, and prior to this episode 
retrosternal pirosis. The exams executed in that occasion demonstrated acute gastritis and excluded any respiratory or 
cardiac condition. An abdominal echography was performed and it showed  cholelitiasis. A routine laparoscopic  
cholecistectomy was performed.  
In the 15th post-operative day he represented to the ED with upper abdominal pain and retrosternal pirosis. He was 
discharged with normal lab exams and no abnormal signs on thoracic X-ray. 
The blood exams showed increased inflammation markers (WBC= 20000, 90% neutrophilia). The plain X-ray of the 
abdomen revealed suspected retroperitoneal perforation and possible pneumomediastinum. The thoracic-abdominal CT 
scan showed pneumomediastinum in absence of signs of  alimentary tract perforations. He was successfully treated with 
conservative management. Both late gastroscopy and early oral constrast x-ray excluded any esophago-gastric lesion. 
He was asymptomatic since. 
Discussion: The presence of pneumomediastinum is a rare and severe condition with multimodular treatment. Lack of 
any signs of esophageal lesions, absence of any pulmonary emphysema,  rapid improvement of patient’s condition and 
blood exams leave at small linear esophageal lesion as probable cause the presence of pneumomediastinum in this 
case.  
Conclusion: The right abdominal pain is a symptom that must induce the physician in control a vaste panel of probable 
causes. 

 



Laparoscopic management of a delayed huge post-traumatic diaphragmatic hernia 

causing an obstructive syndrome, safe and feasible. Video presentation. 
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Introduction 
Diaphragmatic rupture is an non frequent condition that occurs after severe thoracoabdominal 

trauma. Huge post traumatic hernias are often  challenging cases to treat by open or laparoscopic 

approach.  Planning an elective surgery is important but sometimes not feasible such when we deal 

with a hernia causing an intestinal obstruction. 

 

Hereby we present a case that was treated with success so far.   

  

Case 
 

  A 53 years old man was hospitalized in the emergency department of our hospital for persistent 

abdominal pain. In the medical history the patient was the victim of a road accident 14 years ago, he 

presented a blunt abdominal trauma, at that time a non operative management was decided due 

to  hemodynamic stability. 

On arrival in ER the patient presented abdominal tenderness, dyspepsia but no signs of peritonitis 

still the patient was complaining of nausea, gastric vomiting and spikes of pain over the entire 

superior abdominal quadrants. Blood test was negative for leukocytosis and RCP.    

A X-ray done previously (2012) showed elevated hemi-diafragm, while in the recent one there was 

an enteric image. 

 

 

 

 
A Ct-scan at the admission confirmed the presence of a huge right anterior trans diaphragmatic 

hernia, a portion of the colon and small bowel as well as  part of the right hepatic lobe. The breach 

was about 10cm. The liver’s left lobe was placed in the hypochondrium and there was a stretching 

of the vessels of the meso. Regular portal flow with perivascular edema of the portal bed especially 

in the left lobe was detected. 



 

 
 

3 days later the patient underwent a laparoscopic repair of the diaphragm with a dual mesh 

prosthesis, intraoperatively the whole liver as well as the stomach, colon and bowel were reduced in 

the abdomen, a dual mesh prosthesis was placed covering the defect (foto). 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 



 
 

In OT the patient was doing pretty well, he maintained stable hemodynamically, a Chest Tube was 

placed in the right thorax, also in the post operative the patient was asymptomatic, started eating in 

first post-operative day (POD1) the chest tube was removed in POD4 after a Chest X-ray. 

The patient was discharged in POD 10. 

 

A CT-Scan performed after 3 weeks was negative for recurrences, the Dual mesh was well placed 

on the diaphragm, the lung was well expanded. 

 

 
 

  

  

Conclusions 
laparoscopic approaches for repair of hernias have recently gained in popularity, laparoscopic 

management of diaphragmatic hernia is safe and feasible despite a massive herniation of abdominal 

viscera and obstructive symptoms, The laparoscopic approach guarantees  a perfect exposition of 

the content of the abdomen and thorax.  

Still the technique must be used by skilled surgeons and in a safe setting.  

  

  

  

 

 



A RARE CASE OF ADULT SMALL BOWEL OBSTRUCTION 
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Small bowel obstruction occurs when the normal flow of intestinal contents is interrupted. The 

management depends on etiology, severity, and location of the obstruction. The goals of initial 

approach are to relieve discomfort and restore normal fluid volume and electrolytes in 

preparation for possible surgery.  

We present a 57-year-old man who presented to the emergency department with abdominal 

pain, nausea, vomiting and constipation for a few months and worsening in the last 3 days. 

Physical examination revealed right quadrants tenderness. No laboratory changes were found. 

Abdominal CT scan suggested jejunal intussusception. He underwent urgent surgery, with 

reduction of the intussusception. Despite bowel viability, an intraluminal lesion was palpable, 

and a segmental enterectomy was performed. The patient was discharged one week after 

surgery. Pathology of the resected specimen revealed intussusception conditioned by 

submucosal lipoma. 

Intussusception is defined as the telescoping of a proximal segment of the gastrointestinal tract 

within the lumen of the adjacent segment. Bowel intussusception in adults is considered a rare 

condition, accounting for only 5% of all cases of intussusceptions. It is more common in the small 

intestine and almost 90% are secondary to organic lesions of the intestinal wall, such as 

carcinomas (the most frequent cause). Intestinal lipomas are benign lesions that, although 

relatively rare, can also contribute to this pathology. 

Due to a significant risk of associated malignancy, radiologic decompression is not addressed 

preoperatively in adults. Surgery is the definitive treatment of choice for adult intussusception, 

usually requiring formal resection of the involved bowel segment. Reduction can be attempted 

in small bowel intussusceptions if the segment involved is viable and malignancy is not 

suspected. 
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DELAYED SPLENIC RUPTURE: A CASE REPORT 
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The spleen is the most commonly injured organ in blunt abdominal trauma. Most splenic injuries 

manifest at the moment of injury however, up to 15% present with a delayed rupture, days to 

weeks following a substantial abdominal injury (mostly happens 4 - 10 days post injury). 

Potential mechanisms include expansion of a subcapsular hematoma, clot disruption, or rupture 

of a pseudoaneurysm or pseudocyst. Mortality ranges from 5% to 15%, (compared with 1% 

mortality for acute injury). 

We present a 64-year-old man with previously splenomegaly, who presented to the emergency 

department after a fall from his own height with left hemithorax trauma. Chest and abdominal 

CT scan revealed 6 broken left ribs, with no other findings. He was admitted for observation and 

conservative therapy. Four days later CT scan revealed left hemothorax with lung atelectasis. At 

9th day after injury he underwent a new CT scan that revelead (for the first time) pseudo 

aneurysms in the spleen parenchyma and contusion foci, without subcapsular hematoma. The 

patient was stable and angioembolization was scheduled, however the day before 

angioembolization he became suduretic, hypothensive, with decreasing hemoglobin levels and 

CT scan confirmed the suspicion of delayed splenic rupture. He underwent urgent splenectomy. 

Postoperative recovery was uneventful and he was discharged one week after surgery. The 

pathology documented an organ weighing 1710 grams and measuring 18.0 × 14.5 × 10 cm with 

splenic parenchyma laceration and dilated hemorrhage filled vascular areas as well as ruptured 

subcapsular hematoma.  

The most common finding associated with splenic rupture is left lower rib fractures, which occur 

in >40% of cases. When such fractures are present, further assessment with abdominal and 

pelvic CT is required. Since the 70’s, treatment of blunt splenic trauma has evolved from almost 

exclusively surgical to selective use of nonsurgical approach in hemodynamically stable patients. 

Presently, >60% of adults with splenic injury are successfully treated without surgery, but 

unstable patients still require emergency splenectomy.  

Emergency care providers should be aware that clinical evidence of splenic injury could be 

delayed. Accurate diagnosis and treatment are essential in order to reduce splenic trauma 

morbidity and mortality rates. 
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MINIMALLY INVASIVE APPROACH TO TRAUMA INJURY 
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Post traumatic diaphragmatic hernia, a rare condition, may occur after blunt or penetrating 

injuries and is usually associated with multiple traumatic injuries, with a incidence in this cases 

around 0.8–5%. However, diagnosis is frequently missed due to lack of typical symptoms and/or 

other major injuries resulting in late presentation of the condition with increased morbidity and 

mortality. 

We present a 31-year-old male driver, with no relevant medical history, admitted to the 

Emergency Room victim of a car accident with multiple injuries. He was hemodynamically stable, 

with GCS score 15, had a diminished left vesicular murmur, upper quadrants tenderness to deep 

palpation with no signs of peritoneal reaction and pain with hip and left lower limb mobilization. 

Thoraco-abdomino-pelvic CT scan showed left diaphragm rupture with 5 cm and gastric 

herniation, with a small left hemopneumothorax coexisting. No other intra-abdominal lesions 

were found. An aligned fracture of the left iliopubic branch of the hip was also noticed, without 

evidence of other fractures. An underwater seal chest drain was placed and the patient 

underwent urgent laparoscopic surgery, with reduction of the herniated stomach and rupture 

repair with interrupted non-absorbable suture. Abdominal cavity exploration only revealed a 

minor splenic contusion controlled with conservative treatment. The patient showed clinical and 

imagiological positive evolution, the thoracic drain was removed on the 8th postoperative day 

and he was discharged four days later. 

Although diaphragmatic injury is uncommon, representing less than 1 percent of all traumatic 

injuries, when identified it must be repaired to avoid late complications. Minimally invasive 

techniques can be used if there are no more associated abdominal injuries that require 

laparotomy and if patient’s overall condition allows it. 
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GASTROINTESTINAL HEMORRHAGE CAUSED BY ADULT INTUSSUSCEPTION 

SECONDARY TO SMALL INTESTINAL POLYP 
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Background: 

Adult intussusception is a rare condition, accounting for approximately 5% of all 

intussusception cases and 1 to 5% of all adult bowel obstruction cases. Most cases of adult 

intussusception are caused by lesions in the intestinal cavity, including polyps, malignant 

tumors and Meckel diverticulum. The symptoms of adult intussusception are not obvious, the 

typical characteristics of abdominal pain, hematochezia or abdominal mass typically present in 

children are rare in adults, and only 12% of whom have hematochezia. 

 

Case Report: 

A 20-year-old male, previously healthy, went to the emergency department due to 

hematochezia for 4 days. The abdominal examination was normal. Blood tests showed only a 

hemoglobin level of 6.7 g/dL. After admission, the patient was treated with antacids, 

hemostatic drugs, and blood transfusions, and did several complementary exams, which 

detected an ulcerated ileal polyp as the main cause of the hemorrhage. Because the 

conservative treatment was ineffective, an emergency laparotomic exploration was 

performed. Enteroenteric intussusception caused by ileal polyp was found during surgery. The 

intussuscepted segment was resected and an end-to-end anastomosis was carried out. The 

patient recovered well after surgery, and postoperative pathology showed a polyp of the small 

intestine. 

 

Conclusion: 

Adult intussusception is very rare, particularly with gastrointestinal hemorrhage as the main 

symptom. Isolated polyp is a rare cause of intussusception in adults. The clinical manifestations 

of adult intussusception are very atypical, and thus, making a preoperative diagnosis difficult. 

For adult patients with gastrointestinal hemorrhage caused by intussusceptions, surgery 

should be performed when conservative treatment is ineffective. 

 



HEPATIC ABSCESS CAUSED BY FISH BONE PERFORATION OF STOMACH: A RARE 

CAUSE OF HEPATIC ABSCESS 
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Background: 

Gastrointestinal foreign bodies are commonly encountered in clinical practice. However, 

although perforation of the gastrointestinal tract by a foreign body is not unusual, the 

formation of a hepatic abscess because of the migration of a foreign body is extremely rare. 

Patients usually present with nonspecific features of an acute abdomen and with less severe 

clinical features than those perforations that occur in other parts of the gastrointestinal tract. 

The clinical diagnosis is challenging without a definitive history of fish bone ingestion. The 

mainstay of diagnosis is Computed Tomography (CT) scan of the abdomen. The treatment of 

such pyogenic liver abscesses also represents a challenge. 

 

Case Report: 

A 53-year-old woman presented with a history of epigastric pain, fever, nausea and asthenia. 

On physical examination she had fever and painful palpation of epigastric region. Laboratory 

tests showed increased inflammatory markers. Abdominal contrast-enhanced computed 

tomography revealed a left-sided 6.2cm liver abscess, associated with a foreign body, and 

gastric wall thickening. Upper gastrointestinal endoscopy showed no perforation or foreign 

body. The diagnosis at that point was a hepatic abscess secondary to stomach perforation by a 

foreign body. Emergency laparoscopic surgery identified a fish bone in the abscess that formed 

between the stomach and the liver. The fish bone was successfully removed laparoscopically. 

 

Conclusion: 

The patients with accidental fish bone ingestion complications present with nonspecific 

features of acute abdomen. The clinical diagnosis is challenging and a CT scan is highly valuable 

to diagnose and accurately localize the ingested fish bone. A liver abscess secondary to 

perforation of the gastrointestinal tract by a foreign body usually requires surgical treatment. 

Foreign body removal is important to prevent recurrence of liver abscess. In cases the foreign 

body is located at the liver margin, a laparoscopic approach to the abscess is very useful. 

 



INTESTINAL OBSTRUCTION BY AN INGESTED FOREIGN BODY 
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Backgroung: 

Small bowel obstruction in a virgin abdomen is rare. The ingestion of foreign bodies occurs 

frequently in clinical practice. It occurs most often in young children. When ingestion occurs in 

adults, it is usually incidental. The majority of ingested foreign bodies pass through the 

gastrointestinal tract without any complications, being naturally excreted. Small bowel 

obstruction due to ingested foreign bodies is rare in adults, with less than 1% requiring surgical 

intervention. These obstructions often include food items, plastics, metals, plants, soil, hair, 

and insects. 

 

Case Report: 

A 77-year-old female went to the emergency department with abdominal pain and vomiting. 

Computed tomography revealed small bowel obstruction secondary to 3 foreign bodies with 

half-moon shape. An emergency surgery was thus performed to clear the obstruction which, 

upon inspection, was caused by 3 bivalve shelves. The foreign body was identified at the 

terminal ileum and was extracted using enterotomy. 

The post-operative period was complicated by acute kidney failure and pneumoniae, that 

resolved with medical treatment. The patient was discharged from the hospital 10 days after 

the surgery. 

 

Conclusion: 

Intraluminal foreign bodies can manifest secondary to swallowing or via rectal insertion. 

Abdominal foreign body related complications include intestinal obstruction, gastrointestinal 

tract perforations, peritonitis, and hepatic abscesses. Once the object passes through the 

pylorus, it usually spontaneously reaches the rectum without morbidity. In this case, the foreign 

bodies could not reach the rectum because of their size, so the patient needed surgery. 

 



ROBOTIC SUBTOTAL COLECTOMY FOR ULCERATIVE COLITIS- A CASE REPORT  
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Introduction  

An urgent colectomy is needed in patients with ulcerative colitis presenting with 

complications or failure of medical treatment. Laparoscopy has shown better outcomes with 

regards to length of stay, morbidity and recovery as compared to open surgery. Robotic 

surgery is gaining momentum in various disciplines including general surgery while its 

application in the emergency settings remains limited. We aim to present a case report of 

emergency robotic colectomy for fulminant colitis.  

Case presentation  

A 35-year-old female patient with known ulcerative colitis was admitted with an acute flare-

up. After 3 days of management with the steroids there was no improvement of her 

symptoms, and due to the severity of her disease it was decided that she should undergo 

emergency surgical treatment. She underwent emergency robotic total colectomy and end 

ileostomy formation. A single docking approach was utilised from the right shoulder position, 

and with linear suprapubic ports insertion for daVinci© X System. This facilitated both right 

sided and left colonic resections. The patient was placed in Tredelenburg position and right 

tilt for the first half to perform the left sided colonic resection and then the robotic arms were 

detached and the table titled to the left to perform the right colectomy. The specimen was 

extracted from a suprapubic incision and end ileostomy was fashioned in the right iliac fossa. 

The distal resection was done at the level of upper rectum and it was decided not to opt for a 

mucus fistula as she had severe disease in her sigmoid colon. The operating time was 280 

minutes with a console time of 210 minutes. The blood loss was 20 ml and no intraoperative 

complications were recorded. She followed the enhanced recovery protocol. Her hospital stay 

was 5 days with no complications. The histopathology report revealed features keeping with 

inflammatory bowel disease.  

Conclusion  

Robotic surgery can address many of the limitation of laparoscopic surgery especially in an 

emergency setting. The benefits of 3D view, precision and accuracy of the robotic 

instruments can result in shorted hospital stay, less pain, lower conversion rate to laparotomy. 

Today, as every new intervention, robotic surgery faces challenges in the form of lack of 

training staff, workload pressure and cultural resistance. However, our early experience with 

robotic subtotal colectomy as part of a series of emergency robotic procedure demonstrates 

that it is a feasible operation that can provide a favourable outcome compared to laparoscopic 

surgery. Well organised clinical teams with appropriate training can offer the benefits of 

robotic surgery to emergency operations such as colectomy. With the establishment of 

robotic surgery to our practise and increasing experience, it is expected the robotic surgery on 

a larger cohort will demonstrate a positive impact to our practise. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Intestinal Lipomatosis (IL) consists of diffuse lipomas in various regions from the small to large 

bowel.  

Intestinal Lipomatosis, first described by Hellstrom in 1906, represents  a rare clinical event with an 

incidence at autopsy ranging from 0.04% to 4.5%. 

IL  is often asymptomatic and is quite frequently discovered  accidentally,when a radiological 

examination is made. 

It sometimes can be characterized by the following clinical aspecific manifestations: diffuse or 

localized abdominal pain, constipation or rectal hemorrhage. 

In Emergency Surgery, Intestinal Lipomatosis can be related to the following clinical scenarios:  

intestinal perforation, intussusceptions, obstruction or enteric bleeding.  

Intestinal lipomatosis may be solitary or multiple, encapsulated lipomas or diffuse, unencapsulated 

lobules of adipose tissue.  

Ileocecal lipohyperplasia is characterised by submucosal infiltration of adipose tissue in the 

ileocecal valve (ICV).  

Referring to the position in the bowel wall layers, three types of IL are described: submucous, 

subserous and mixed (submucous and subserous). Submucous lipomas are more frequent (90%) 

than subserous lipomas.  

Although there are not any established guidelines for the management of  IL, however in case of 

remittent symptoms or acute complications surgery remains the most accepted approach. 

We report two cases of IL characterized by different clinical presentation.  

 

 



 

CASE REPORT 1 

We report the case of a 79 years old male who came to the Emergency Department of our hospital 

complaining of worsening abdominal pain in the last 24 hours, nausea and fever. 

The clinical examination evidenced a diffuse abdominal pain with relevant parietal tenderness in the 

lateral quadrants, compatible with acute peritonitis. Laboratory findings showed a WBC of 

6.040/mm3 (80% neutrophils) and Reactive C Protein set at 98.2 mg/dL. 

CT scan showed an enlarged cecal appendix occupied by dishomogeneous material indicating acute 

appendicitis. In addition it also pointed out the presence of amorphous hypodense material of ICV  

and ascending colon compatible with colonic lipomatosis. The patient was immediately taken to the 

operating theatre for surgery. A median laparotomy was performed evidencing diffused abdominal 

peritonitis due to gangrenous perforated appendicitis with relevant involvement of the ileocecal 

valve extended to the ascending colon. Surgery consisted of a right hemicolectomy with a side-to-

side isoperistaltic ileo-colic hand-sewn anastomosis. The post-operative period was complicated 

only by an upper respiratory tract infection treated with antibiotics. The patient was discharged on 

the 11-POD.  

The histological examination confirmed the diagnosis of gangrenous appendicitis with diffuse 

abscessualization of the ileocecal valve and the presence of submucosal lipomatosis of the ICV 

extending to the ascending colon. 

 

 

CASE REPORT 2  

A 59 year-old male arrived at the Emergency Department with diffuse abdominal pain associated 

with nausea and vomiting, without fever. Laboratory findings showed a white bloodcell count of 

14,000 per microliter of blood. A CT scan revealed ileocolic intussusception: an intramural lipoma 

of the ICV  served as the lead point.  

Exploratory laparotomy confirmed the Intussusception and a ileo-cecal resection with side to side 

mechanic anastomosis  was performed.  

The post-operative period was uneventful.  

Patient was discharged on  the 10 - POD. 

The resected specimen, consisting of small and large bowel, was sent for histopathology. The small 

bowel measured 16 cm and large bowel measured 10 cm. The ICV  revealed a dark hemorrhagic 

surface, with an exophytic hard sub-mucosal nodule measuring 6 × 4,5 × 4 cm,  which was 

confirmed by histological examination to be a submucosal lipoma.  



 

 

DISCUSSION  

Diffuse intestinal lipomatosis is a rare entity characterized by massive proliferation and 

accumulation of mature, non-encapsulated adipose tissue with an extensive infiltrative pattern in 

submucosal or subserosal  layer.  

Intestinal Lipomas are the second most occurring (0.2–26%) type of benign  neoplasm, following 

adenomas in the terms of incidence. They are more frequent in the colon (64%) than in the 

stomach or the small bowel; the right colon and ICV  are frequent sites. Generally  a strong 

correlation between  size of the intestinal lipoma and  symptoms is described: a lipoma of less than 

2 cm is clinically  asymptomatic, whereas 75% of lipomas exceeding 2 cm in diameter show 

symptoms such as abdominal pain (55%), diarrhea, intermittent subacute intestinal obstruction , 

bleeding from the ulcerated tip of the lesion (40%)  and  intussusceptions (5–7% in patients with 

large lipomas).  

In Case Report 1 we have reported a case of colonic lipomatosis with acute appendicitis, which has 

been described in only a few cases in literature [1]. Such association could be explained by the 

mechanical obstruction of the stool discharge from the appendix caused by the lipomatosis leading 

to the formation of appendicolite that increase the frequency of appendicitis. In Börekci's study  it 

was showed a significant correlation (p=0.001) between the thickness of ileocecal lipomatosis and 

frequency of acute appendicitis [2]. 

Right hemicolectomy was a mandatory surgical approach in our case, owing to the wide extension 

of submucosal lipomatosis.  

 

In  Case Report 2 we have reported  an unusual case of ileocolic intussusception caused by a large 

submucosal lipoma of  the ileocecal valve.  

Ileocolic Intussusception is most commonly presented in children, but is uncommon in adults.  

The diagnosis is usually made after an endoscopic procedure or CT scan.  

Endoscopic approach can be considered in case of lipomas of Ileocecal valve   up to 2-2.5 cm, due 

the high risk of perforation and haemorrhage [3]. Otherwise, surgery remains the most accepted 

treatment; in our case,  ileocecal resection  was the preferred surgical approach. 
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